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ABSTRACT 

Nowadays, the logistics industry has become one of the most important industries not only 

in Vietnam but all over the world. However, since the supply chain is only as strong as its weakest 

link (Forbes Technology Council, 2019), there are still many problems regarding the efficiency of 

the process that need to be solved as soon as possible. Thus, the startup project of LOOP, which 

optimizes containers' usage by round-use them, was born. By applying two models of the sharing 

economy and crowd logistics, the LOOP platform will connect businesses in the logistics industry 

so they can together solve the container shortage problem, save wasted resources. The target 

customers are enterprises within the logistics industry, especially the import and export field. 

Companies that want to supply or round-use boxes will be taken care of in the most professional 

and dedicated way on the platform, and all transactions will be ensured to be done smoothly and 

transparently.  

This thesis will give a detailed business plan for the LOOP platform with four core parts 

including market analysis, value propositions, plans for marketing and operating, as well as firm 

valuation. In addition, there is also have a contingency to detect material risks that may occur 

during the operation. The last component is future orientations that fit for the company to pursue. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Topic background 

1.1.1. Topic relevance 

With the promising development of Vietnam during the period of industrialization and 

modernization, the diversification of transportation is indispensable. Just only when transportation 

develop, the exchange of goods can become easier. Among available modes, container transport 

plays an extremely important role. Container transport is transporting goods in standardized re-

sealable containers through the railway or seaway (OECD, 2021). Compared with other methods, 

containers offer a huge cargo capacity, besides the benefit of protecting goods to be intact when 

transported (UNCTAD, 2005). Today, with an extensive network of container shipping routes and 

the rise of multimodal and intermodal transportations, container shipping plays an increasingly 

important role in global trade. For instance, during 2020 in Vietnam, nearly 7.4 million exported 

twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs) and nearly 7.3 million TEUs of imports were cleared 

(Vietnam Maritime Administration, 2021). These numbers are almost double the 2014’s figures, 

with the compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 9.09% for exports and 8.28% for imports. 

 

Figure 1. Number of TEUs imported and exported through Vietnam seaports 

(Source: Vietnam Maritime Administration, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020; and authors) 

Given the importance of container transport to Vietnam’s import-export and logistics 

industries, a startup plan focusing on a solution for the two most painful bottlenecks amid the 

COVID-19 pandemic, the shortage of containers and the surge of logistics costs, are necessary. 
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1.1.2. Market problem identification 

There are three main reasons that lead to the scarcity of containers and the hike in logistics 

costs. Firstly, the COVID-19 has disrupted the global supply chain and affected all industries in 

recent years, including the import-export industry. The outbreaks of the pandemic, which 

coincided with the peak exporting season of Vietnam in May and September, also aggravated the 

problem of containers exported and stuck in other countries (CafeF, 2020). 

Besides, the situation is also derived from Vietnam’s trade surplus. This nature together 

with Vietnam’s proactive strategy with free trade agreements (FTAs) have increased the exporting 

volume and boosted the demand for using containers. For example, within the first 7 months of 

2021, the total two-way trade between Vietnam and the CPTPP market reached 52 billion USD, 

which is 23.36% more than the same period in 2020 (Center for WTO and International trade, 

2021). At the same time, the number with the United Kingdom is 3.88 billion USD, an increase of 

27.07% (Center for WTO and International trade, 2021). This is the premise for the rise in the lack 

of containers for exports, especially during the pandemic period with the scarcity of goods. 

The third reason is due to the inefficiencies in moving containers between terminals, 

depots, and warehouses of shippers. Times spent when carrying empty containers back depots to 

shipping lines or when bringing rented shells from depots to exporters’ warehouses have lowered 

the turnover rate of containers. The unpopularity of the choice to round-use containers by 

transporting them directly from importers to exporters has created pain points and made foreign 

shipping lines sometimes have to arrive at Vietnam’s seaports with the most are empty shells. In 

fact, when being surveyed by the Vietnam Logistics Association, more than half of enterprises 

also responded about the poor quality in the management of empty containers (VLA, 2021). 

 

Figure 2. Survey of enterprises about the reason for the shortage of empty containers 

(Source: Vietnam Logistics Review magazine, 2020) 
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1.1.3. Opportunity introduction 

To handle the shortage, some solutions have been suggested. For instance, since June of 

2021, Hoa Phat Group has built a factory in Ba Ria Vung Tau to manufacture containers (HPG 

News, 2021). However, the first lot of products can’t be available until the early second quarter of 

2022 (HPG News, 2021). Besides, since one of the main reasons that caused Vietnam to be short 

of empty containers is due to the lack of round-using containers, producing more containers may 

not solve the problem to the core. Moreover, many enterprises have proposed to take thousands of 

derelict containers at seaports as a source for empty containers (VnExpress, 2021). Nevertheless, 

the process will take a long time because infringing goods have to be exported back to the original 

countries and this makes the option difficult to implement (VOV, 2021). Meanwhile, there is still 

an average of over 300 thousand TEUs running on the roads every year - a huge number during 

the current shortage of containers (Smartlog, 2021).  

What the import-export industry needs now is a solution that can optimize the rotation of 

containers and lower the shortage of shells at ports. With technology developments, it is necessary 

to apply the model of crowd logistics to develop a network where the optimization of containers 

is fulfilled by letting logistics companies round-use them. Realizing the problem, the project of the 

LOOP platform has been established with the hope to satisfy that demand. 

 

1.2. Company introduction 

1.2.1. Company’s name and logo 

The company’s full name is LOOP Logistics Optimizing Joint-stock Company. Through 

the name and the logo formed by combining the first two letters of “logistic” and “optimize”, the 

desire to contribute efforts in developing both Vietnam’s logistics field and the general macro 

economy is conveyed. In addition, the way that the two letters “o” are symbolized by a loop also 

illustrates the smooth current of goods once the platform goes into operation and is trusted by 

valued customers. 

 

Figure 3. The logo of the LOOP platform 

(Source: Authors) 
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1.2.2. Type of enterprise 

Currently, in Vietnam, an enterprise can be formed as a proprietorship, a partnership, a 

limited liability company, or a joint-stock company (Law of Enterprises, 2020). However, the 

LOOP platform will be established in the form of a joint-stock company. A joint-stock company 

has its charter capital divided into equal amounts called stocks (Law of Enterprises, 2020). Being 

a separate legal entity helps increase professionalism. Besides, the flexibility in withdrawing 

capital and the limited liability also bring about huge advantages for investors (Ashcroft, 2010). 

 

1.2.3. Vision and missions 

Right from the start, LOOP company sets a long-sighted vision to become the world-

leading crowd logistics platform in the field of round-using empty containers by utilizing the 

power of innovative technologies and collaboration. That vision will be realized through 

accomplishing the three main missions. First and foremost, the LOOP platform aims to minimize 

valuable resources wasted on unnecessary logistics activities. Next, helping enterprises change 

mind-set and develop a smarter transport network is the way that LOOP performs its second 

mission. Last but not least, the service offered by LOOP will act as an engine to lever the use of 

collective assets and the trust among firms. 

 

 

Figure 4. The vision and missions of the LOOP platform 

(Source: Authors) 
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1.3. Idea about the service 

1.3.1. Overview 

LOOP is a business-to-business platform that connects importers and exporters, thereby 

reducing the number of empty containers running the roads and logistics costs. The idea of LOOP 

is captured from the term of crowd logistics in particular and the trend of sharing economy in 

general. Crowd logistics is a concept in which participants are encouraged to use their spare 

carrying capacity to carry goods for other people (Buldeo Rai, Verlinde, Merckx, & Macharis, 

2017). Crowd logistics itself is already a niche of the sharing economy trend, where physical assets 

are shared and round-used more easily and inexpensively than ever before (Buldeo Rai, Verlinde, 

Merckx, & Macharis, 2017). 

 

1.3.2. How the platform works 

In the normal import cycle, most importers will go to seaports to take their containers with 

goods to depots or warehouses, unload the goods and return empty containers to shipping lines 

(Seyoum, 2021). On the other hand, in the export cycle, exporters will go to terminals to take 

rented containers from container yards and bring them back to their warehouses to pack the goods, 

then transport the laden to seaports to export to foreign countries (Seyoum, 2021). Obviously, 

within these procedures, both the import and export cycles remain “empty legs”. 

 

Figure 5. The normal import and export cycles 

(Source: Authors) 
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That loophole is one of the main reasons leading to the shortage of empty containers and 

increasing logistics costs, especially during the COVID-19. Because it is not a real scarcity, but 

due to inefficiency points within the processes, the key solution must be minimizing the number 

of trips with empty containers. Stemming from that idea, a start-up plan for this LOOP platform 

has been created. The platform will be a place where those who demand empty containers 

(exporters) and those who can supply empty containers (importers) are connected.  

Specifically, importers still go to seaports to take laden containers to their warehouses. 

However, instead of immediately returning to shipping lines, empty containers will be moved from 

importers’ warehouses to exporters to pack goods. After that, exporters will transport those 

containers to ports for the final terminal handling before going to other countries. This is LOOP’s 

container round-use solution. 

 

Figure 6. The process of the LOOP platform 

(Source: Authors) 

2. Market analysis 

2.1. Industry analysis 

2.1.1. PESTLE analysis 

2.1.1.1. Political 

Vietnam’s political stability has helped foreign enterprises doing business in Vietnam, 

specifically international shipping lines, rest assured from political crises. In addition, after 1986, 
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Vietnam opened the door, moved on to the socialist-oriented market economy, and participate in 

global organizations such as WTO, ASEAN, etc. This Revolution policy with the direction towards 

an intensive integration within foreign affairs has contributed significantly in building solid 

foundations for FTAs and the trade surplus that are beneficial for the development of LOOP. 

 

2.1.1.2. Economic 

Because the LOOP platform focuses on matching demand and supply of empty containers 

between imports and exports, it is understandable that merchandise import and export turnovers 

are among the most concerning macroeconomic indicators. Fortunately, in the last five years, both 

turnovers have witnessed positive growth. Even during outbreaks of the COVID-19 pandemic, the 

numbers remain stable. The proof can be observed from the export turnover of goods in the first 9 

months of 2021, which was estimated at 240.52 billion USD, 18.8% higher than the same period 

last year (General Statistics Office, 2021). The merchandise import turnover experienced the same 

characteristics as the number for the first 9 months of 2021 is about 242.65 billion USD, 30.5% 

above that of 2020 (General Statistics Office, 2021). 

 

Figure 7. Vietnam’s export and import turnovers of goods from 2016 to 2020 

(Source: General Statistics Office, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020; and authors) 

Historical growths of import and export turnovers as described above has a basis to 

continue sustainably in the future when the growth momentums are systematic and depend heavily 

on 14 FTAs in effect, 1 FTA that is about to be implemented as well as 2 FTAs in the negotiation. 
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Figure 8. FTAs that Vietnam has joined 

(Source: Center for WTO and International trade, 2021; illustrated by authors) 

2.1.1.3. Social 

Customer expectations are increasing. From individual to business customers, they demand 

goods to be shipped faster and at a lower cost. Trying to satisfy these requirements will help 

improve the customer experience, however, they also pose significant challenges for the logistics 

industry (PwC, 2016). These force the logistics industry to really focus on technology investments 

to be able to solve the trade-off problem between service levels and costs, since they allow firms 

to offer better service and save money. at the same time (PwC, 2016). This will be an opportunity 

for a technology solution like the LOOP platform to grow its business and help customers optimize 

their processes, especially those whose revenue is largely based on international trade. 
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2.1.1.4. Technological 

By running a platform based on the concepts of crowd logistics in particular and sharing 

economy in general, LOOP is required to adopt 4.0 technologies to survive and compete against 

other container round-use competitors. The four core technologies can be symbolized in the first 

four letters of the alphabet including “A” for “Artificial intelligence”, “B” for “Blockchain”, “C” 

for “Cloud computing”, and “D” for "big Data" (Government Technology Agency of Singapore, 

2018). Specifically, cloud computing will help the LOOP platform to quickly deploy resources 

without spending too much waiting time to install hardware. In another aspect, the big data 

technology will support LOOP to offer as many container round-use options as possible for 

customers. Once LOOP can successfully apply the big data, this will also lay foundations for the 

artificial intelligence to predict future needs and recommend for customers. 

 

Figure 9. Four core 4.0 technologies 

(Source: Government Technology Agency of Singapore, 2018) 

The above orientations in applying technology into the platform are completely fit with the 

macro contexts when the Vietnamese Government is increasingly making supportive actions by 

specific administrative documents. Typical among them is the Decision 677/QD-TTg approving 

the project "Developing digital knowledge for Vietnamese". Such technological advancements and 

policies will certainly give LOOP opportunities to build a solid technical foundation for 

development and competitiveness. 

 

2.1.1.5. Environmental 

In recent years, as import-export activities continue to grow and the demand for logistics 

is increasing, the development of green logistics not only plays a role in cutting costs but also 

increasing the competitiveness of enterprises. In particular, the impact of natural disasters and 
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pandemics has made the wake-up call about the green logistics trend even stronger. On October 1, 

2021, the Prime Minister also issued the Decision 1658/QD-TTg about "National strategy on the 

green growth for the period of 2021 - 2030, with a vision to 2050" to restructure the entire 

economy, contributing to the response to climate change and encouraging the development of 

economic sectors that use resources efficiently. 

Green logistics contains lots of socio-economic benefits such as reducing pollution and 

energy consumption, improving production processes, protecting health, and promoting business 

activities towards a sustainable economy. However, this also poses a challenge for businesses in 

Vietnam, as most of them are SMEs that face difficulties to optimize the supply chain and apply 

this model effectively. However, green logistics now is a common trend around the world. So if 

not changing soon, they will be eliminated sooner or later. In line with this trend, the project of 

LOOP – a platform to round-use empty containers was born with the hope of helping Vietnamese 

businesses in optimizing costs and in reducing CO2 emission. 

 

2.1.1.6. Legal 

In recent years, Vietnam’s Government has continuously promoted the development of the 

logistics industry. The desire has been implied by resolutions and decisions. This will play an 

important legal role in helping businesses like LOOP access the resources it needs to thrive. For 

instance, there is the Decision 283/QD-TTG about the 5-year plan aimed at developing the 

transportation industry, which clearly states the desire to increase the contribution of the logistics 

industry into GDP up to 8-10% and reduce logistics costs to only 10-15% GDP. To ensure the 

success in achieving those missions, the Government also issued the Resolution 136/NQ-CP which 

states some important contents related to the transport sector, including the developing scheme for 

logistics services to optimize transportation time and costs by applying information technologies, 

transport exchanges, and the green logistics model. 

In addition to those grants, since LOOP has the nature of a platform, it is necessary to 

comply with regulations on e-commerce exchanges and contracts such as the Decree 85/2021/ND-

CP. The decree’s content requires LOOP to meet investment and business conditions, to announce 

information related to the issuance of the Business License. LOOP must also comply with current 

regulations on providing information of services’ characteristics to customers to avoid 

misunderstanding when signing contracts. Although somewhat complicated, LOOP understands 

that all of those things will protect the company from unnecessary legal disputes and prosecute 

liabilities in need. 
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2.1.2. Trend analysis 

2.1.2.1. Historical trend 

Since the LOOP platform aims to round-use empty containers for exports instead of 

returning to depots, the CAGR of Vietnam’s export and import turnovers of goods is a critical in 

building forecasts for future growth. From data in the figure 7, the export turnover of goods is 

always greater than the one of imports, this implies that the impact of Vietnam's trade surplus on 

the shortage of containers for exports has existed for a long time before. Moreover, the fact when 

the CAGR of exports is also larger than the import's rate implicitly predicts that the imbalance of 

trade will be even larger in the future and the situation in which the scarcity becomes more and 

more serious is just a matter of sooner or later. The more exports, the more chance for the container 

round-use solution of LOOP to grow.  

 

2.1.2.2. Future growth 

In the latest projection issued on October 4, the growth for 2021’s exports volume for the 

whole of Asia has been forecasted at 14.4% while the figure for imports is 10.7% (WTO, 2021). 

In the further future, Asia's merchandise export is expected to bounce back even stronger and by 

the final quarter of 2022 will reach 18.8% higher than 2019. Similarly, 14.2% is the growth over 

the same period for Asia’s merchandise imports (WTO, 2021). The numbers reflect the expectation 

for rapid recovery after the pandemic. By being a dynamic developing economy within South East 

Asia, the ability for Vietnam's trade surplus to reach the above general forecast is completely 

reasonable. Vietnam has a high probability to continue to enjoy the appealing growth observed in 

the past and the demand for empty containers, thanks to that, will also gain that momentum. 

The driving forces of exports growth such as FTAs, the shift of FDI from China to Vietnam 

after the pandemic, the essential of Vietnam’s key exporting products, etc. will be a long-term 

motivation to promote the number of import and export containers that are cleared. For example, 

it is expected that Vietnam's export turnover to the EU by 2030 will increase by 44.4%; to CPTPP 

countries by 2035 will increase by 14.3% (Constitution Research magazine, 2020). In addition, 

since the correlation between exports and the nominal GDP of Vietnam is solid (PwC, 2020), a 

forecast for the growth in GDP forecast conveys a similar momentum for exports. In a press release 

in June, the annual percent changes shown for Vietnam's GDP in 2021, 2022 and 2023 are 6.6%, 

6.5% and 6.5% respectively (World Bank, 2021). If comparing to the growth of global GDP for 

the next 3 years, which are 5.6%, 4.3% and 3.1% respectively (World Bank, 2021), these are very 
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positive signs for Vietnam’s economy, especially during the current difficult time of the pandemic. 

They can be considered as relatively good consolidations for the above forecasts given by WTO. 

 2021 2022 2023 

Vietnam 6.6% 6.5% 6.5% 

Global 5.6% 4.3% 3.1% 

Table 1. Projection of GDP’s growth 

(Source: World Bank, 2021) 

And beyond those macroeconomic projections, as mentioned in the "Market problem 

identification" section, the fact that enterprises still responded that the management of empty 

containers was not efficient enough in the VLA’s survey is the most obvious proof for the 

promising market share that LOOP can expand and gain. 

 

2.2. Competitors analysis 

2.2.1. Round-use container through unofficial groups 

 
Figure 10. The model of unofficial container round-use groups 

(Source: Authors) 

- Strengths: 

+ Satisfy minimum requirements that stakeholders such as shippers, freight 

forwarders, etc. expect in a container round-use solution, which are solving the 

shortage of empty containers for exporting and reducing logistics costs 

+ Maximize the savings of time and costs needed to develop the system by taking 

advantage of social media sites that are already popular with Vietnamese people 

such as Facebook, Zalo, etc. 

+ Can be operated easily by port authorities, logistics associations, etc. without 

the need for a third party, as long as data is available 
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- Weaknesses: 

+ The operation is discrete since admins must contact each member manually to 

fulfill requests to round-use containers. This leads to five consequences below: 

o Increase operating costs due to the huge requirement of personnel to 

communicate with parties. 

o Prolong and slow down the order-matching and the decision-making 

o Match fewer orders since the number of requests that can be processed 

depends largely on the scale of operation teams 

o Approach only a limited number of customers since the operation based 

mainly on relationships between parties rather than an automatic system 

o Must follow lots of groups, thus, reduce the service quality and making 

it difficult to filter spams 

+ Reliance on human resources to operate, easily affected by human sentiments 

+ Unablity in connecting to business management systems, making it difficult to 

forecast customers’ needs and lowering customers’ experience 

+ No link with electronic payment services, leading to difficulties in processing 

and securing transactions 

+ Difficulty in tracking and tracing containers 

+ The lack of transparency in pricing and may not be close to the market price 

+ The lack shipping lines and port authorities’ supervision leads to difficulties in 

prosecuting liabilities and clamming compensations when things go wrong 

+ Difficulty in developing sustainably in long-term as customers’ requirements 

(about speed, convenience, security, transparency, etc.) become higher and 

more container round-use platforms with high reputation come out 

 

2.2.2. Container round-use platforms (no partnership with shipping lines) 

- Strengths: 

+ Embrace strengths and solve technology limitations of the first type by moving 

the round-use of containers from unofficial groups to platforms 

+ Enter the market easily and not under strict international standards since there 

is no partnership with shipping lines 
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- Weaknesses: 

+ No legitimacy. This drawback incurs since shipping lines’ assets haven’t 

approved the round-use of their assets, which are containers, on these platforms 

+ Difficulty in having supports from shipping lines and port authorities in terms 

of management advice, initial capital, marketing activities, etc. 

+ Unability in helping port authorities and container owners, which are shipping 

lines, to manage the round-use of containers 

 

2.2.3. Container round-use platforms (have partnership with shipping lines) 

Currently in Vietnam, the Container Optimization Solution (COS) of Smartlog is the only 

domestics container round-use platform that has partnership with shipping lines. 

 
Figure 11. Logo of COS 

(Source: Smartlog, 2021) 

- Website of COS: https://cos.gosmartlog.com/ 

- Strengths: 

+ Solve the inadequacies of the two solutions above 

+ Reduce initial costs by receiving investments of CMA CGM shipping line 

+ CMA CGM’s patent to COS within the first year, which is tied to the 

investment, has ended. Currently, COS is allowed to build a partnership with 

other shipping lines to serve diverse needs from its customers. 

+ Gather excellent human resources since about a quarter of C-level managers 

has a background in the field of information technology (Smartlog, 2021) 

+ Get extensive experience by having provided other logistics solutions to various 

types of customers in the past 

+ COS belongs to the same comprehensive eco-system with other Smartlog’s 

logistics solutions, so it has the advantage of a one-stop solution 

+ Can integrate with customers’ Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP) systems 

+ Gain reputation since the brand is verified by CMA CGM shipping line and Sao 

Khue Award of Vietnam Software & IT Services Association 

https://cos.gosmartlog.com/
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- Weaknesses: 

+ No reimbursement policy, but reserve the paid fee to offset future transactions 

+ No demo on the website. Potential customers may feel difficult to imagine how 

to use the platform from the first touchpoint and they must contact the 

marketing & sales department instead. This leads to more costs for COS. 

 

2.2.4. Foreign container round-use platforms 

Name Logo Website 

 

MatchBox Exchange 

  

https://matchboxexchange.com/ 

 

Avantida 

 
 

https://www.inttra.com/container-re-use/ 

Table 2. Large foreign containe round-use platforms 

(Source: MatchBox Exchange, xChange, and Avantida, 2021) 

- Strengths:  

+ Low entry barriers by having solid partnership with shipping lines for a long 

time. Typically, MatchBox Exchange has announced its cooperation with 

Hapag-Lloyd in Vietnamese recently (MatchBox Exchange, 2021). 

+ Abundant finance, technology, human resources, and experience thanks to the 

operation in countries and the partnership shipping lines. 

+ Broad range of services by round-use containers of various shipping lines 

- Weaknesses: Weaknesses of Vietnam's currency lowers profits that are converted into 

foreign currencies and transfered back to the parent company abroad. 

 

2.3. Customers analysis 

2.3.1. Geographic segmentation 

Since in the standard cycle, containers after the lift-on lift-off process will be moved to 

container yards, the analysis of the effect of density and size of depots on the need to round-use 

containers is crucial and should be done in this geographic segmentation. 
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Currently, in the North, there are a total of 8 inland ports and 7 customs clearance stations 

(Ministry of Industry and Trade, 2020). However, the area of these ICDs is quite small compared 

to the actual demand, which makes the amount of shell aggregated usually inadequate (VLA, 

2018). Not only that, they are often far from seaports and are mainly connected to the national 

roadway and railway systems, rather than the seaway and the inland waterway (VLA, 2018). 

Therefore, shippers in the North when incurring the need to use container shells often still have to 

spend extra time and money to go and get shells from ports. The problem is even more difficult in 

the Central where there are currently no licensed ICDs (Ministry of Industry and Trade, 2020). It 

is this inconvenience that will promote the rapidly increasing demand for round-using containers 

to cut logistics costs. The South, which is the economic center of the country, currently has 1 ICD 

and 9 customs clearance stations (Ministry of Industry and Trade, 2020). Although the number of 

ICD in this zone is small, in return, the clearance stations are located in prime locations scattered 

near industrial parks and operate relatively efficiently. These have helped southern shippers to 

have more advantages in getting containers when in need. 

The more ICDs indeed appear, the easier it is for LOOP customers to get containers from 

depots. However, the construction of an ICD has never been a simple task and always consumes 

lots of money, a huge area, etc. Therefore, developing a dense depot system is not feasible. 

Secondly, even in cases when the location of ICDs is convenient for shippers, going down to depots 

to pick up containers cannot bring comprehensive benefits. At best, it can only reduce 

transportation costs and lower the possibility of violating the detention (DET) allowance. But it is 

not possible to trim the lift-on lift-off (LOLO) fee and container imbalance charge (CIC) for 

shippers. Moreover, the number of ICDs can never be as large as the number of importers and 

transport service companies willing to post information of empty containers on the platform. This 

makes the supply of containers from ICDs much less flexible. 

However, LOOP realizes that the network of ICDs is not a competitor, but in turn, supports 

the platform to recommend the nearest depot for shippers to return and pick up empty containers 

in cases of force majeure. For example, when cannot find any options that fit with the matching 

constraints or when empty containers are too badly damaged or unsanitary to round-use, etc. The 

partnership between LOOP and shipping lines will be the premise for this add-on feature to be 

available. And of course, LOOP has to build algorithms to ensure that returning and picking up 

containers at the depot does not cost customers more, in terms of money, time, and effort, than 

going to the locations appointed by shipping lines.
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List of ICDs in Vietnam 

No. Name of ICD City / Province 

1 ICD Hai Linh Phu Thọ 

2 ICD Km3+4 Mong Cai Quang Ninh 

3 ICD Tan Cang Hai Phong 

Hai Phong 4 ICD Đinh Vu - Quang Bình 

5 ICD Hoang Thanh 

6 ICD Long Bien Ha Noi 

7 ICD Tan Cang Ha Nam Ha Nam 

8 ICD Phuc Loc - Ninh Binh Ninh Binh 

9 ICD Tân Cang Nhon Trach Đong Nai 

Table 3. List of ICDs in Vietnam 

(Source: Ministry of Transport, 2020)

Figure 12. The map of ICDs in Vietnam 

(Source: Ministry of Transport, 2020; and authors 
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2.3.2. Segmentation by the role in the supply chain 

2.3.2.1. Shippers 

Shippers are senders of shipments in contracts of transport, who want to have their goods 

moved as quickly and safely as possible (Seyoum, 2021). Since a country's trade balance always 

has two aspects of export and import (Mankiw, 2021), it is reasonable to classify shippers into two 

basic transportation purposes including export and import. Originally, importers need to return 

shells to shipping companies after unloading, so they can act as suppliers of empty containers on 

the platform. On the opposite, exporters are people who demand those containers as most of their 

cargo cannot be shipped without being packed into containers. 

Since importers and exporters have different transportation purposes, the difficulties that 

they face are more or less different. For example, high logistics costs have always been one of the 

common pain points of the entire industry that all shippers, both importers, and exporters, must 

face. The evidence is clearly shown by the ratio of logistics costs to GDP. On average, Vietnam's 

logistics costs about 16-17% of GDP every year (VLA, 2018). This is a very high number 

compared to 7-8% of GDP in developed countries like the US (Ministry of Industry and Trade, 

2020). Costs maintaining such high records make it difficult for shippers to both maintain profits 

and provide goods to consumers at an affordable price. One of the main reasons for this situation 

is due to the logistics cost structure currently including too many items, even unofficial surcharges. 

Since this is an unsystematic cause that businesses can solve on their own instead of waiting for a 

solution from the government and authorities, LOOP has launched a solution to match and round-

use containers to reduce the LOLO cost, transportation costs, etc. for goods owners. 

In addition to the high logistics costs, Vietnamese shippers are also under pressure from 

the lack of containers, especially with 40ft length containers (Labor News, 2020). However, unlike 

the first issue, the lack of containers is a unique difficulty for exporters. The fact that Vietnam has 

sustained a trade surplus for many years means there has been a deficit in the supply of empty 

containers. The lack of containers makes it impossible for shippers to pack goods to deliver to 

customers on time assigned in contracts (Tien Phong News, 2021). This, in turn, has forced them 

to suspend the export of old orders, refuse to accept new orders, suffer idle inventories, and lose 

revenues. According to LOOP's assessment, the pandemic will just make the reposition of 

containers between countries more delayed, while it is difficult for exporters to wait any longer, 

especially for fresh food exporters, so the demand to maximize available resources, which is empty 

containers from import to export, is higher than ever. 
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From the above analysis, it is obvious that shippers are bearing the brunt of the price hike 

and the opportunity costs caused by the lack of containers. And this burden tends to increase during 

the COVID-19. The enterprises must endure any price offered by shipping lines without having a 

basis to determine whether the fees are correct or not. Therefore, LOOP is currently considering 

shippers as the primary segment that needs the platform most and needs to be given priority. 

 

2.3.2.2. Transport service companies 

Transport service companies are responsible for transporting containers between ports, 

ICDs, and shippers' warehouses, which is the domestic leg of import and export (Seyoum, 2021). 

This nature makes the abundance of data of laden and empty containers so large that these 

companies have, either themselves or through unofficial groups, round-used containers secretly or 

with customer consent to increase the return on investment (ROI) of their vehicles and reduce costs 

to be able to provide services at the most competitive prices possible. However, to be able to round-

use containers truly effectively, moving to an official platform that partners with shipping lines 

and operates automatically by technology like LOOP is inevitable. Therefore, transport service 

companies will be potential customers of LOOP. In addition, by approaching major carriers is 

indirectly approaching a huge network of importers and exporters, LOOP will save a lot of 

marketing costs when it is no longer necessary to convince each shipper to use the container round-

use service. 

The growth of this market is reflected in the increasingly popular trend of outsourcing 

third-party logistics (3PLs) for domestic transportation among shippers. This is because most 

shippers still do not own necessary vehicles, and also because shippers become more proactive in 

outsourcing to focus on their main businesses, reduce costs, and improve customer service quality. 

It can be seen that Vietnam’s markets of 3PLs in general and of outsourcing domestic 

transportation in particular are still immature and their growth potential cannot be ignored. Up to 

2019, the rate of outsourcing and self-implementing logistics services of enterprises has reached 

50%-50%, while the figure in previous years has skewed towards self-implementation rather than 

outsourcing (Ministry of Industry and Trade, 2019). As shown in the chart below, among 

businesses that do not use 3PLs, only 2.6% do not sub-contract domestic transportation. 

Meanwhile, up to 23.1% of businesses, which outsource 51-75% of their logistics needs, have 

hired 3PLs to provide domestic transportation services. To meet that strong demand, the fleet of 

container trucks has also developed a lot. As of 2020, Vietnam has 47,878 container trucks and 

8,291 tractors (Ministry of Industry and Trade, 2020). 
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Figure 13. 3PLs outsourcing rate of shippers 

(Source: Ministry of Industry and Trade, 2019; and authors) 

 

3. Value proposition 

3.1. Values of the container round-use solution 

3.1.1. Values for shippers 

As described in the “Customer analysis” section, the two most obstacles that shippers are 

currently facing include the hike in logistics costs and the shortage of containers to pack exporting 

goods. Starting from that point, the way that LOOP can help importers and exporters will be 

presented more clearly here. Specifically, LOOP will save the lift-on lift-off (LOLO) charge and 

transportation costs. In addition, not only the solution for the lack of export containers but also its 

derivative issue, which is the rise in the container imbalance charge (CIC), will also be mentioned. 
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3.1.1.1. Reduce the lift-on lift-off charge 

3.1.1.1.1. The lift-on lift-of process 

Lift-on lift-off (LOLO) is a cargo handling technique involving lifting containers on or off 

trailers. This process is conducted by specialized machines hired at inland depots or seaports such 

as reach stacker, top loader, forklift, etc., rather than equipment owned by shippers and transport 

service companies. Since import and export cycles are different in the movements of laden and 

empty containers, there are contrasts in the practice of LOLO in each case. 

For importers, laden containers will be lifted from the ground onto trucks (figures 1, 2, 3). 

When trailers are pulled to storage units, except when importers have their gears, the goods will 

be unloaded while containers remain on trailers (figures 4, 5). So in most cases, it is assumed that 

there will be no lifting of laden containers off to the ground to unpack things inside. Thus, there 

will be no lifting of empty shells on back to trailers. After unloading, the door end of containers 

will be closed and trucks will take empty boxes to ICDs or seaports to perform the second time, 

and also the last time, of LOLO, which is lifting off empty containers (figures 6, 7, 8). 

 

Figure 14. The imports LOLO process 

(Source: Authors) 
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Although the LOLO process must also be performed as a mandatory step so that containers 

can be moved between depots and drop-off locations, the LOLO model in the export cycle will be 

reversed as the lifting on off empty boxes will be executed first. The lift-off of laden containers 

will take place later, after being driven to terminals. This distinction appears since exporters want 

to pack goods, rather than unpack like importers. 

 

Figure 15. The exports LOLO process 

 (Source: Authors) 

 

The LOLO process is operated by specialized machines, and these machines also need to 

be operated by skilled workers. That is why the LOLO charge was born as a port charge for renting 

equipment and hiring operators in two lifts, and it is paid when receiving containers. Two other 

points need to be noted about the LOLO fee. Firstly, it is charged per container. Therefore, the 

amount will correlate positively with the number of containers used by shippers. The more 

containers, the higher the LOLO charge. Secondly, the specific rate of the LOLO fee varies with 

each ICD, the size of containers, as well as whether it is lifting laden or empty containers, etc. 
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3.1.1.1.2. How LOOP helps shippers save the LOLO charge 

Since platform LOOP allows containers to be round-used by sending shells from locations 

where imports are unloaded straightforward to exporters’ premises, importers will no longer have 

to return boxes to depots and there will be no cost spent to lift off containers. On the other hand, 

exporters by dint of LOOP will also no longer go to ICDs or ports to get shells. They just pack 

their goods right on containers that are still on trailers hooked from importers’ storages to reduce 

costs which once paid to lift on different empty containers. It can be seen that the import-export 

process will be improved and there exist only two laden lifts, rather than including two more 

redundant empty lifts. The LOLO charges, thanks to that, are saved for both importers and exporters. 

 

Figure 16. The LOLO process when round-use containers 

(Source: Authors) 
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3.1.1.2. Reduce transportation costs 

3.1.1.2.1. Inland transportation of import-export containers 

Since LOOP optimizes the domestic leg of import-export containers by round-using shells, 

the transportation costs considered here are only within that leg. As described in the "Idea of 

service" section, the inland transportation of imported containers begins with moving laden boxes 

from seaports, depots, or inland customs clearance stations to drop-off locations of importers. After 

that, empty shells will be towed to container yards and sent back to shipping companies. This 

process is reversed vice versa with exported containers, which begin by bringing empty boxes to 

warehouses and end by returning loaded ones. Obviously, in the original model, it takes two trips, 

of which one is tractors pulling empty containers. 

For both importers and exporters, the inland transportation of containers requires lots of 

resources, not only in terms of vehicle, manpower but also related paperwork. The costs that 

shippers paid to implement them in-house or outsource 3PLs are called transportation costs. In 

case transport service companies are sub-contracted, the costs are quoted per kilometer of laden 

movements, however, other items throughout empty legs have already been included implicitly. 

 

3.1.1.2.2. How LOOP helps shippers save transportation costs 

With the support from the LOOP platform, containers after being unloaded at import 

warehouses will be immediately transferred to the export storage while still laid on trailers. Thus, 

empty routes to return boxes to shipping lines and empty routes to retrieve shells from depots will 

become unnecessary and be erased. Shippers will get the most sense of the decrease in 

transportation costs when they carry out inland shipments by themselves. On the other hand, when 

outsourcing a third party, shippers will indirectly help transport service companies save not only 

costs but also time and distance traveled by actively round-using containers, but whether the freight 

is lower or not and how much the reduction depends on the negotiation skills of shippers. 

 

3.1.1.3. Reduce the container shortage and the container imbalance charge 

3.1.1.3.1. The reposition of containers and the CIC 

In the ideal situation, nowhere has the shortage or the stockpile of containers. However, 

the reality is much different as there are countries with trade deficits and also countries with 

surplus, rather than everywhere maintaining the zero trade balance. Since imports and exports 

rarely match up perfectly, territories where the exports turnover is higher than imports, of which 
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Vietnam is a typical example, will fall into a deficit of empty containers for exports. As containers 

cannot move on their own between countries, to address this global imbalance, shipping lines have 

had to incur additional shipments to reposit containers from ports that are stacked up with empty 

boxes. Despite efforts combining these with imported shipments, container repositioning has 

always been a costly activity for the maritime industry in general and the container-shipping 

industry in particular. Therefore, shipping lines have imposed the container imbalance charge 

(CIC) to transfer costs to shippers. Furthermore, the CIC tends to increase during the COVID-19 

as voyages are delayed due to quarantine issues and the reposition becomes more difficult than 

usual. When the CIC is charged, shippers will have to spend more just to make the same amount 

of money. Their profits, for that reason, are also reduced by every extra dollar of the CIC. 

 

3.1.1.3.2. How LOOP helps shippers save the CIC 

Although the main solution to the shortage of containers is the repositioning from shipping 

lines, taking advantage of available resources, which are empty boxes, between Vietnam's 

importers and exporters is never a bad idea and will significantly lower the severity of container 

deficits as well as the CIC stemming from structural imbalances. Fortunately, the LOOP platform 

appears to fit well for this task. While differences in trade balances of countries are systematic, the 

round-use of empty shells offered by marketplaces like LOOP will more or less reduce roughly 

one-third of the CIC (Boston Consulting Group, 2015). 

 

3.1.2. Values for transport service companies 

The benefits that container-transport carriers can enjoy from the round-use service of 

LOOP are encapsulated in two elements: the responsive supply and the utilized resources. Firstly, 

when using LOOP, the flexibility of transport service companies will be greatly increased because 

the response speed to exporters’ tractor-trailer booking requests will be faster than the traditional 

method. Tractors can tow empty containers laid on trailers straight from importer sites to exporters’ 

warehouses without going to depots to get shells. And not only orders from export shippers but 

even the agility in processing those from importers is increased. That is because the LOOP 

platform will help the company be more proactive in finding customers. Trucks can now fill two 

needs with one deed by receiving new imports laden containers right after returning exports laden 

at depots. The responsive supply is truly a huge competitive advantage, which can turn container-

transport companies into preferred suppliers with increased market share. 
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Secondly, transport service companies will be able to utilize their resources better when 

doing business with LOOP. Instead of taking two vehicles with four trips, including two empty 

legs, just one vehicle can now take care of the same number of loaded container trips. The number 

of vehicles that need to be invested to complete a full cycle will be reduced and idle trucks can be 

deployed to move other pairs of laden. Revenue increased by being a preferred supplier with an 

increased booking rate, while all three expense categories of capital expenses (CapEx) for 

container trucks, operating expenses (OpEx) for fuel, wages, salaries, and opportunity costs for 

time and distance traveled, are reduced. Achieving those efficiencies means an enhanced financial 

performance, higher profit margins, and a higher return on investment (ROI) are just a matter of 

sooner or later. 

 

Figure 17. Number of vehicles invested before and after the round-use 

(Source: Authors) 

 

3.1.3. Values for shipping lines 

Two added values that the LOOP platform can bring to shipping lines include improved 

service quality and resource utilization. First of all, the quality of service can be improved since 

shipping lines can partner with LOOP and have an additional supply of containers, which are 

round-used boxes from importers, besides repositioning between countries and manufacturing, 

leasing, or buying new containers. Shippers and freight forwarders will surely be satisfied thanks 

to this higher readiness. The rate of export shipments being delayed and high fees due to the lack 

of empty shells will also be reduced. Brochures that cross-border maritime transport companies 

will become more diverse and richer when they can add LOOP's container round-use solution as 
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an add-on besides the main service of sea transportation. LOOP is confident those reasons are 

strong enough to increase competitiveness and revenues for shipping lines. 

The second and also the most important aspect, which is the utilization of resources, is 

realized in three ways below. First, since exporters can take empty containers more easily by 

round-using from imposters and goods can arrive at seaports sooner, rather than waiting the next 

voyage, the number of full ships leaving terminals will be boosted. Besides, the time that containers 

are left empty throughout the useful life will decline significantly and the turnaround of boxes will 

be faster. Moreover, similar to when container-transport carriers can downsize the number of trips, 

shipping lines also can halve the number of containers to fulfill a typical cycle. This will mitigate 

container stockpiles at depots and terminals and ease the money paid to reposition boxes. Inflated 

revenues from more satisfied customers and more full shipments, accompanied by lower 

investment costs on containers will raise the assets turnover and the ROI. 

 

Figure 18. Number of containers invested before and after the round-use 

(Source: Authors) 

 

3.1.4. Values for other stakeholders 

The positive influences of LOOP on five related stakeholders including consumers, depots, 

Vietnam’s logistics industry, the national economy, and the environment will be discussed here. 

Since logistics at the end was born to deliver goods to consumers at the cheapest cost in the shortest 

time, the way that LOOP can help logistics businesses cut expenses and improve efficiency as 

described in previous paragraphs will certainly support attempts to accomplish this goal. The faster 

and smoother movement of goods that consumers can hope to experience is also the good impact 

conveyed in the logo and the name of the LOOP platform. 
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Larger stakeholders are not out of consideration. Typically, ICDs gain benefits as the lift-

on lift-off equipment now only lifts laden containers and improves efficiency while cargo 

congestion due to the lack of shells to pack export goods is reduced. It is also crucial to mention 

the logistics industry of Vietnam here because the introduction of LOOP will contribute to 

realizing the goals set in Decision 283/QD-TTg, which is reducing logistics costs down to 10-15% 

of GDP and maintaining Vietnam's Logistics Performance Index (LPI) rank of 50th and above. 

 

Figure 19. Logistics performance index of Vietnam from 2007 to 2018 

(Source: World Bank Indicator, 2021) 

In terms of the macroeconomy, once exports are relieved from the lack of shell, the trade 

surplus in particular and the GDP in general will gain basis to promote growth and bounce back 

after the pandemic. Last but not least, for the environment, which is the inevitable factor in modern 

corporate social responsibilities (CSR) models, LOOP can also make positive environmental 

footprints more feasible. For instance, there are reducing traffic congestion, releasing the burden 

on urban infrastructure, cutting down carbon dioxide and greenhouse gasses, reducing 

consumption of nonrenewable fuels, and even achieving Vietnam's net-zero emissions 

commitment around 2050. 
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Logistics performance index of Vietnam from 2007 to 2018

 2007 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 

LPI score 2.89 2.96 3 3.155 2.977 3.27 

LPI rank 53/150 53/155 53/155 48/160 64/160 39/160 
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3.2. Unique selling points 

3.2.1. Allow to round-use types of containers 

One of the things that makes LOOP special from its competitors is the ability to round-use 

many different types of containers depending on the needs of shippers and transport service 

companies. This not only enhances customer experiences by helping them attain more options that 

meet their individual needs but also brings higher revenues through a broader customer base. 

Building a detailed set of matching constraints, including the container classification in 

sizes, reefer or dry containers, etc., is extremely important in ensuring customers do not get lost in 

a wide range of services and still can search for exactly what they need. Businesses now no longer 

have to join many groups just to find empty containers, but only need LOOP to manage all 

transactions in one place, which is much more convenient. 

In addition to extra revenues, the round-use for types of containers requires LOOP to add 

other related services. One of them is the container cleaning service to ensure that boxes are in the 

best possible condition for exporters to pack goods. LOOP aims to connect and advertise 3PLs 

providing container cleaning services on the homepage so that importers can choose the 

appropriate provider while placing orders to supply shells. This is a decent solution since it helps 

LOOP avoid the silo effect, escape from Muda wasted on duplicated works, and earn additional 

revenue from advertising and affiliate fees. 

 

3.2.2. Return, refund, and exchange policies 

Since LOOP in nature is still an online marketplace, though the type of goods being traded, 

which are empty containers, is somewhat more unique compared to other common e-commerce 

platforms, terms and conditions regarding the return, refund, and exchange are essential. From the 

legal aspect, LOOP has full discretion without any obligation to offer such policies and can simply 

state that all sales are final. However, the company always considers them as an inevitable unique 

selling point to build trust with customers towards such a new business-to-business (B2B) 

platform. Customers will have more options on LOOP when things go wrong besides storing credit 

for future orders, which is the typical option that is available on other platforms. 

Policies are essential because they lay down the course of actions for LOOP and customers 

should the need arise. Typical cases include when a customer changes their mind about the 

purchase made or when exporters are dissatisfied with the quality of containers received. 

Components of terms such as a list of situations for return and exchange, forms of refund, 
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timeframe and costs of refund, the process to claim, etc. will all be presented as a separate and 

easy to find section on the landing page. Conditions will also be described in simple and 

understandable language to avoid the existence of any unnecessary misinterpretation. This is the 

assertion of LOOP about the compliance with the Decree 85/2021/ND-CP, the most updated 

Vietnam's regulations for e-commerce. 

Existing policies applied by the Big 4 in Vietnam’s e-commerce industry (Shopee, Lazada, 

Tiki, Sendo) can be used as prepared and ready-to-use templates. However, LOOP will only 

consider them as reference sources to customize appropriate and concrete policies that are 

beneficial for the company. These are the necessary modifications so that a B2B platform such as 

LOOP can have a set of applicable terms and conditions. 

 

3.2.3. Reputation scoring system 

Users of the LOOP platform are vulnerable to potential risks related to fraud, especially 

when participants are not closely and regularly managed. Therefore, LOOP will provide a 

reputation scoring system to ensure that transactions are always transparent, and customers can 

find trustworthy partners and feel secure when making deals. Businesses with high rating scores 

will enjoy marketing-in-app packages like the prioritization in search results, which helps them 

match requests to demand and supply containers faster. This scoring system contains three main 

functions including the publication of company profiles, the peer reviews and ratings, and the 

verification from LOOP. 

First, the policy to public profiles of participants will require customers to provide the most 

basic information, such as the logo and the official company name, contact info (address, email, 

and hotline), the foundation time, and the time joins the LOOP platform. Enterprises will also have 

to finish a brief description that complies with the community standards. Moreover, the profile 

will reveal the transaction history within the latest 12 months, including the number of transactions 

and those partners worked with previously on the platform. All those things empower LOOP's 

customers to check the reputation companies that they will make deals with by themselves. Since 

confidential data like details of container types or the value of round-use transactions are encrypted 

and hidden, the policies can be carried out without the worry about the security of private info. 

Second, the peer reviews and rating policy allows both supply and demand parties to review 

and rate after each successful transaction. Customers can review as they wish, or according to 

suggested criteria by LOOP including the quality and the accuracy of information provided, the 

response time, and the supply/demand commitment. Rates will be measured on a scale from 1 to 
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5 stars for each category above. To encourage enterprises to participate, this policy will accumulate 

reviews in exchange for free usings of the round-use service. This is also a way to stimulate 

shippers and transport service companies to interact and build a strong logistics community. 

Third, when customers want to register an account on LOOP, they will be required to 

submit documents to be verified before using the platform's services. This will make only 

authorized users able to access operational features redirected from the landing page. The 

Company Registration is the mandatory document. In addition, LOOP recommends customers 

provide other documents to complete the entire background check and to have a verified badge, 

such as a scan of the passport of the CEO or an authorized representative; financial statements 

within the last 3 years, especially audited versions. Businesses with a verified badge will have the 

highest reputation on the platform and can increase the likelihood of finding parties that agree with 

their container round-use requests. 

 

4. Key activities plan 

4.1. Operation 

4.1.1. Building the LOOP platform 

LOOP plans to develop an online platform as the interface between services and customers. 

The IT department will be in charge of maintaining, developing, and improving the website's 

efficiency. They also find ways to limit system errors during operation. 

 

Figure 20. The homepage for guests 

(Source: Authors) 
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Customers will have to register accounts through the registration section in the top right 

corner of the web and fill in some compulsory information including phone number, business 

email, company name, etc. After all that steps, LOOP’s marketing department will contact the 

customers to confirm some security-related information and recommendations based on the 

customer's needs. After being verified by LOOP and successfully having an account, customers 

can freely make transactions. 

 

Figure 21. The sign-in page 

(Source: Authors) 

 

 

Figure 22. The homepage for users 

(Source: Authors) 
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Suppliers in the round-use process mainly are importers and transport service companies 

who can supply empty containers after unpacking goods. To create a supply request on the LOOP 

platform, they will need to post information of the container in advance, including warehouse 

location, depot location, shipping line, container number, bill of lading number, size, type, end of 

DET allowance, and photos of the container if possible. The more details, the easier exporters can 

choose suitable containers and the faster suppliers’ requests can be approved. 

 

Figure 23. The page for suppliers to post requests 

(Source: Authors) 

Exporters and transport service companies, who need empty containers to pack export 

goods, will fill in some information regarding the type of containers that they need, including 

warehouse location, depot location, shipping line, bill of lading number, size, type, round-use date, 

and any specific note if they have. 
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Figure 24. The page to search for containers 

(Source: Authors) 

After filling in the information, customers who demand containers will see a result page 

that contains different suppliers that fit the requirements before. They can filter the results with the 

details on the left corner, or click “View” on the right corner to see more details about the profile 

of each supplier. 
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Figure 25. The page of searching results 

(Source: Authors) 

On the profile page of a typical supplier, it can see the basic information such as founded 

year, location, introduction, etc. There are also rates and reviews from other companies that have 

made transactions with this supplier. From these, exporters can choose whether to book containers. 
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Figure 26. The profile of a typical supplier 

(Source: Authors) 

4.1.2. Matching constraint system 

Matching constraints will help the back-end of the LOOP platform to automatically match 

information about containers uploaded by importers with the demand of exporters. In this way, 

customers can easily find suitable containers to round-use containers just in seconds. 

Type 
Length (20ft, 40ft, 45ft) 

Purpose (dry, reefer, etc.) 

Shipping line CMA-CGM, MAERSK, MSC, etc. 

Availability Right now, In xxx days, From day xxx to day xxx 

Time Date (November 24, December 1st, etc.) 

Price 500,000 VND/TEU 

Geography proximity Km (20km, 30km, etc.) 

Table 4. LOOP’s matching constraint system 

(Source: Authors) 
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4.1.3. Payment methods 

To provide the most convenient experience for customers, the platform will be integrated 

with online payment methods provided by banks, transaction intermediaries, and e-wallets. The 

payment process will be carefully set up by LOOP’s banking partners and the IT department to 

minimize errors and processing time. The system will be also updated with the latest technology 

to ensure the minimum internal controls are fulfilled. In case errors incur within the payment 

process, the reason will be detected as soon as possible and a list of proper solutions will be built 

in advance to deal with such incidents. 

 

4.1.4. Information security management 

To ensure the safety of customers from the risk of being exploited by fraudulent 

organizations, customers are required to provide business information to authenticate accounts. As 

LOOP understands the importance of protecting the information of users against being leaked, all 

information about organizations as well as the transaction history will be stored safely in the 

system's server. Such activities to provide confidentiality are complied with the Law 

86/2015/QH13 of cyber information security. Along with that, to help users feel safe when giving 

their personal information to LOOP, the platform’s employees must sign clauses of keeping 

customer information confidential in their labor contracts from the beginning. Moreover, LOOP 

will monitor and check the system periodically to avoid errors in security and operation. 

 

4.2. Marketing plan 

To affirm brand name and awareness in the competitive market, LOOP’s marketing plan 

including marketing mix 4Ps and specific marketing activities in the short term will be built to 

support reaching the right target audience and thus, improve the company's sales and profits. 

4.2.1. The 4Ps model 

4.2.1.1. Product and service 

LOOP is a platform optimizing empty container usage via the service of container round-

use. Rather than bringing back empty containers to seaports or assigned depots, importers can 

request round-use the containers and bring them straight to exporters’ destination to get loaded. 

The movement, the time, and the cost spent on the LOLO process empty containers now can be 

cut down and saved. To help customers minimize inefficiencies in the transportation of exporting 

and importing cargoes, the company aims to bring in the highest services quality to customers that: 
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 All transactions will be done on LOOP's online platform, making it easier for customers to 

look up information and book empty containers. 

 Customers are provided with full information of every transaction, including suppliers’ 

information, the public price, and detailed transaction steps. 

 Customers will be able to choose their suppliers according to preferences. Information of 

containers such as type and purpose will also be shown in the transaction process. 

 The platform has a reputation scoring system, which helps customers verify suppliers they 

will deal with, and the policy of refund, return, and exchange to gain customers' loyalty. 

 With the advantage of technology, the LOOP platform will be updated regularly in real-

time, minimizing the risks of slow transactions or bugs.  

 With a team of experienced staff in the field of logistics and import-export, customers will 

be supported 24/7 to make effective transactions. 

 Simple and user-friendly interface design makes it easy for customers to research 

information or transact on LOOP's platform. 

 

4.2.1.2. Price 

LOOP will collect service fees from customers, specifically 500,000 VND per TEU 

(excluding 10% VAT). The foundation for the setting of LOOP's price is based on realistic market 

researches. The average LOLO fee of a typical import or export cycle in Hai Phong port is around 

800,000-1,000,000 VND for 40ft containers (Hai Phong Port JSC., 2020). Since LOOP has already 

reduced two redundant empty lifts, customers can save up to half of the LOLO fee, which is around 

400,000-500,000 VND. In addition, the transportation fee that customers can save from removing 

unnecessary trips when using LOOP will add to their total savings.  

 On the other hand, our fee is also reasonable compared with the overall market. For 

instance, Avantida, a competitor working with the CMA CGM shipping line, has set up the price 

of $20 in the Thailand market (CMA CGM, 2020). The Matchbox Exchange – another competitor 

offers $30 for the round-use service in the Philippines (CMA CGM, 2021). Smartlog is currently 

charging from 550,000 VND to 1,150,000 VND to round-use to types containers (CMA CGM, 

2021). Thus, it can be concluded that the average price from round-use service providers in Asia 

will be around $20-$30 per TEU. To fit with the common market and still be able to attract new 

users and compete with competitors, LOOP will quote a fair price of 500,000 VND per TEU.  
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This fee can cover all necessary costs and create profits from each transaction on LOOP. 

In the future, when market conditions change, LOOP might adjust the price if necessary so that 

customers can promptly keep up with the situation and have no problems with transactions. 

 

4.2.1.3. Place 

LOOP is an online platform providing round-use containers services for customers all over 

Vietnam. The website address is looplogistics.com, which is also the place used to gain revenues. 

And since mobile apps are an emerging trend to foster e-commerce, LOOP will release an 

application for smartphones and tablets that has a user-friendly interface. With such various online 

channels, convenience can be enhanced and customers can access and transact anytime, anywhere. 

 

4.2.1.4. Promotion 

LOOP will use promotional mix tools which include advertising, sales promotion, direct 

marketing, and public relations. Since there are different objectives for each business stage, the 

most suitable tools will be implemented for each. 

Promotional mix objectives Promotion tools 

Inform 

Increase awareness 

Explain how the platform work 

Suggest new uses 

Build company image 

Advertising 

Sales promotion 

Direct marketing 

Persuade 

Encourage brand switching 

Change customers' perception 

Influence buying decision 

Persuade customers to call 

Sales promotion 

Direct marketing 

Public relations 

Remind 

Remind that the service is in need 

Remind customers to use LOOP 

Maintain customer awareness 

Advertising 

Direct marketing 

Public relations 

Table 5. LOOP’s promotion mix 

(Source: Authors) 

4.2.1.4.1. Advertising 

Advertising will be the main tool to increase and maintain LOOP’s brand awareness. The 

company will promote the brand through several channels, especially the two following search 

engine marketing (SEM) and social media advertising. 
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SEM is a popular form of advertising that has emerged in the last decade in which 

advertisements are shown to the customers based on their search and browsing history. This can 

result in relevant advertising to high potential customers who are already interested in products 

and looking for information regarding it. 

In terms of social media, Facebook is the most popular for the young to middle-aged 

population in Vietnam. Meanwhile, Zalo is one of the top working channels for business 

customers, especially the logistics field. As a result, these will be two major social media channels 

for LOOP to approach business customers. Facebook and Zalo ads are also easy to implement and 

can reach a wide number of customers based on their interest, income, age, and location. 

 

4.2.1.4.2. Sales promotion 

Promotion is an incentive to drive up short-term sales and can have many objectives such 

as grabbing the attention of new people, rewarding loyal customers, and increasing consumption 

from occasional users. For LOOP, after creating puchasing reasons by advertising, sales promotion 

will create incentives to buy. The main incentives will be cashback and reward by member points.  

In addition to that, sales promotion will be expressed in the form of affiliate marketing, 

when customers are encouraged to invite others to use the service. For every successful invitation, 

which is counted when the invitee has the first transaction on the platform, customers will receive 

a free round-use. This policy not only increases the number of active customers but also encourages 

them to transact more on the platform by giving them opportunities to experience qualified service. 

 

4.2.1.4.3. Public relation 

Companies cannot survive in isolation and they need to have constant interaction with 

customers, employees, and different stakeholders. Rather than only communicating about services 

to customers and partners, LOOP must keep interaction with all stakeholders, by managing press 

releases, creating and maintaining the corporate image to the public, etc. Some of the PR activities 

that will be implemented in the marketing plan for the first stage include (but are not limited to): 

 Partnership: Building and maintaining partnership with shipping lines, government 

authorities to provide logistics optimization solutions in Vietnam.  

 Social media engagement: Creating and managing groups on social media to share 

experience and knowledge of logistics, export-import, and LOOP. Customers can also 

discuss in the groups how they can use LOOP to optimize their logistics activities. 
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 Customer relationship: Communicating with customers frequently by participating in 

events such as workshops, talk-shows that share professional knowledge of logistics and 

export-import management. In the future, when LOOP has a more stable background, the 

company will sponsore these events to advertise the brand further. 

 

4.2.1.4.4. Direct marketing 

Direct marketing has shown tremendous growth in recent years because it helps customers 

to save time, reduce costs, and have a personal and pleasant experience. This method is also one 

of the most popular ways to approach potential customers in the logistics field, in which 

salespeople directly contact customers for faster communication. LOOP will foster direct 

marketing for the beginning stages of launching to reach potential customers by face-to-face 

selling, direct e-mails, catalog marketing, and telemarketing. 

 

4.2.2. Marketing plan in the near future 

Since the idea of a container round-use platform is quite new to Vietnam exporters, 

importers, and transport service companies, LOOP needs to approach customers and educate the 

market gradually and effectively. Along with the marketing mix strategy, there is a short-term 

marketing plan with specific activities, objectives, and budget allocation for each media channel. 

Objectives Target Timeline Media Budget 

Launch platform 

Increase awareness 

2,000+ transactions 

150+ active users 
First 3 months 

Google SEO & SEM 

Social media ads 

PR (partner shipping lines) 

1,200,000,000 VND 

Persuade customers 

Maintain awareness 

Increase sales 

4,000 transactions 

250+ active users 
Next 3 months 

Social media ads 

Press release 

Direct selling 

PR (co-marketing events) 

800,000,000 VND 

Table 6. The overview of the marketing plan in the first 6 months 

(Source: Authors) 

4.2.2.1. First phase: Three months after the lanching 

At this stage, LOOP enters the market, so it is necessary to educate potential customers and 

give them time to understand what is being offered, how the platform works, and why they need 
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it. During this period, the company will focus on online marketing to approach mass audiences, as 

well as sales promotion and direct marketing to attract customers to experience services. 

To attain social engagement through Zalo and Facebook ads, LOOP needs to agree on the 

content and images used on these networking sites to get the best communication effect. Besides, 

as at the early stage of launching and development, when customers have demand for empty 

containers and search for information on Google, if LOOP’s website displays within the first 

results, they would tend to visit for more specific information. By taking advantage of Google 

SEO, both the website’s reach as well as impressions on customers’ minds will be increased.  

As a container round-use platform that is connected with shipping lines, building 

partnership with them is the most important thing to the company. Without doing so, LOOP will 

be unable to launch officially and will be no more than existing unofficial groups. Another offline 

method, which is direct marketing, is also essential at the early stage. The sales department will 

meet customers face-to-face to introduce the service, the benefits of the solution, and how to use 

the platform. Convincing customers to use the service at the first stage requires time as they need 

specific guidance and advice. That is the reason why direct marketing is critical to be invested. 

 

4.2.2.2. Second phase: Next three months 

After the first stage, when mass channels have helped LOOP reach the majority of 

customers and they begin to remember the brand name, the next goal is to turn potential customers 

into sales. Different from the previous stage, direct selling and events will be focused more to 

engage customers and fulfill sales targets. The relationships with sea-way carriers, which have 

been built before, now can let LOOP take advantage of their existing customer base or create co-

marketing programs to urge customers to switch from current competitors. 

 

4.3. Human resources management 

 

Figure 27. LOOP’s organizational structure 

(Source: Authors) 

The management board includes five leading positions to manage work most effectively. 
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 The Chief executive officer (CEO) is responsible for the direction and specific plans of the 

company. As a result, he needs to have an expansive vision to be able to seize potential s. 

 The Chief of marketing officer (CMO) will manage the market research and analysis to 

come up with suitable marketing strategies. He will also be in charge of building channels 

like website, Zalo, Facebook to bring LOOP's services to as many customers as possible. 

 The Chief of finance officer (CFO) will seek potential capital for LOOP. In addition, he 

will also manage the financial planning to ensure a stable revenue stream for the company. 

 The Chief of technology (CTO) is in charge of technical issues related to the platform such 

as ensuring smooth operation, fixing errors as quickly as possible when there is a problem. 

 The Chief of human resources officer (CHRO) will manage the human resources activities, 

including recruiting and training. Besides, he also builds a suitable culture that supports 

the self-development of employees. 

Besides the C-level, LOOP will recruit additional employees. The HR department will be 

in charge of recruiting through various means of social networks, platform’s website, etc. LOOP 

wants to find people who are passionate about logistics, poss high creativity, and not afraid of hard 

work. Candidates also need to be flexible and proactive in their work to bring out the expected 

outcomes. Those experienced in the logistics field or IT will be given priority if they wish to join. 

 

5. Firm valuation 

5.1. Fixed factors 

High-growth stage 

Point of time to finish initial investments EOM June 2022 Note 5.4 

Time horizon 4.5 years (1st July 2022 – EOY 2026) Note 5.4 

Time to have additional CapEx 2024 Note 5.14.3 

Period % of SOM to TAM Growth of SOM 

Note 5.10 

Half year ended on 31st Dec 2022 1%  

Full year ended on 31st Dec 2023 2.2% 120% 

Full year ended on 31st Dec 2024 2.5% 10% 

Full year ended on 31st Dec 2025 2.8% 7.5% 

Full year ended on 31st Dec 2026 2.9% 5% 

Long-terrm growth in the stable-growth stage 4%  Note 5.17 

Table 7. The two-stage model of LOOP 

(Source: Authors) 
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Marginal corporate income tax (CIT) rate 20% Note 5.13 

Effects of value-added tax (VAT) Excluded Note 5.6 

Depreciation & Amortization rate 20%/year Note 5.14.2 

Amount to add back depreciation & amortization 80% original value Note 5.13 

Table 8. Tax, depreciation & amortization of LOOP 

(Source: Authors) 

 

Plug Cash & cash equivalents Note 5.8 

Items of non-cash working capitals % to sales 

Note 5.15 
Prepaid expenses 2% 

Unearned revenue 8% 

Accrued expenses 15% 

Table 9. Factors related to LOOP’s pro-forma balance sheets 

(Source: Authors) 

 

IMF’s forecast cho Vietnam long-term inflation rate = 4%/year 

Note 
5.5 

Coeffficient to adjust 

EOM June 2022 (1 + 4%)0.5 

EOY 2022 (1 + 4%)1 

EOY 2023 (1 + 4%)2 

EOY 2024 (1 + 4%)3 

EOY 2025 (1 + 4%)4 

EOY 2026 (1 + 4%)5 

Table 10. Coefficient to adjust for inflation 

(Source: Authors) 

 

Weighted-average cost of capital (WACC) = 8.51% Note 5.16.4 

Coefficient to discount cash flows 

EOM June 2022 1 / (1 + 8.51%)0.5 

EOY 2022 1 / (1 + 8.51%)1 

EOY 2023 1 / (1 + 8.51%)2 

EOY 2024 1 / (1 + 8.51%)3 

EOY 2025 1 / (1 + 8.51%)4 

EOY 2026 & Terminal value 1 / (1 + 8.51%)5 

Table 11. Coefficient to take into account the time value of money 

(Source: Authors) 
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5.2. Scenario analysis 

5.2.1. Summary of scenarios 

Three valuation criteria including the Firm value computed by the Discounted cash flow 

(DCF) model, the Modified internal rate of return (MIRR), and the Discounted payback period 

(Discounted PB), will be used to evaluate cases one by one. The firm value will equal the 

accumulation of DCF adding up with the balance of cash and cash equivalents at the EOM June 

2022. The adoption of MIRR, which assumes that cash flows generated are reinvested at a more 

realistic rate of WACC, will solve the disadvantages of the normal IRR (Parrino, Kidwell, & Bates, 

2012). Similarly, to bring in more reasonable results, LOOP will employ the Discounted PB and 

take into account the time value of money. 

As other costs and sales commission varies to sales while sales are already adjusted 

between cases, to avoid duplication, they will be added separately instead of being justified ±5% 

with other components of operating expenses. That makes the item of operating expenses within 

pessimistic và optimistic scenarios is under two effects at the same time. For example, in the better 

case, other components of operating expenses would reduce 5% compared to the normal one, while 

other costs & sales commission increase 5%. So, it is critical to remember that, most of the notes 

from 5.3 to 5.17 are stated in the most likely scenario. 

 

Scenario Pessimistic Most likely Optimistic 

Initial outlay (±5%) 105% (Note 5.14.1)  95% 

Office equipments 637,638,416 607,274,682 576,910,948 

Intellectual assets 1,071,436,574 1,020,415,785 969,394,996 

Sales forecast (±5%) 95% (Note 5.10)  105% 

2022 8,930 9,400 9,870 

2023 20,900 22,000 23,100 

2024 24,377 25,660 26,943 

2025 27,693 29,150 30,608 

2026 30,628 32,240 33,852 

Costs of service (±5%) 105% (Note 5.11)  95% 

2022 398,569,080 379,589,600 360,610,120 

2023 828,137,856 788,702,720 749,267,584 

2024 861,263,370 820,250,829 779,238,287 

2025 895,713,905 853,060,862 810,407,819 

2026 931,542,461 887,183,296 842,824,132 
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Operating expenses (±5%)  (Note 5.12)   

2022 5,541,948,516 5,292,011,920 5,248,463,324 

2023 9,049,104,405 8,652,187,814 8,255,271,224 

2024 9,469,735,863 9,060,030,361 8,650,324,858 

2025 9,906,631,588 9,483,603,479 9,060,575,371 

2026 10,356,469,120 9,862,947,618 9,482,209,841 

Dividend payout ratio (±10%) 40% (Note 5.9)  20% 

Valuation criteria Note 5.2.4 Note 5.2.2 Note 5.2.3 

Firm value  75,006,255,518 85,022,818,275 93,544,579,522 

MIRR 31% 48% 57% 

Discounted PB 3.23 1.65 1.38 

Table 12. Summary of scenarios 

(Source: Authors) 

When walking through from the pessimistic scenario to the optimistic one, three of them 

have proved that the LOOP platform is a profitable project as the present firm value is always 

positive and much higher than the charter capital of 3 billion VND. The MIRR in three cases is 

also higher than the company’s WACC of 8.51%. And there is no scenario in which LOOP cannot 

pay back within the high-growth stage.
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5.2.2. Most likely scenario 

VALUATION CRITERIA 

Firm value 85,022,818,275 

Modified internal rate of return (MIRR) 48% 

Discounted payback period (Discounted PB) 1.65 

Table 13. Firm valuation in the most likely scenario 

(Source: Authors) 

 

PRO-FORMA INCOME STATEMENT 
Calendar year 

Note 
Half year 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 

End of notional year 1 2 3 4 5 

Sales volume 5.2.1 9,400 22,000 25,660 29,150 32,240 

Unit price per TEU (before VAT)  500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 

Revenue  4,700,000,000 11,000,000,000 12,830,000,000 14,575,000,000 16,120,000,000 

Costs of service 5.2.1 (379,589,600) (788,702,720) (820,250,829) (853,060,862) (887,183,296) 

Gross profit  4,320,410,400 10,211,297,280 12,009,749,171 13,721,939,138 15,232,816,704 

Operating expenses 5.2.1 (5,292,011,920) (8,652,187,814) (9,060,030,361) (9,483,603,479) (9,862,947,618) 

EBITDA  (971,601,520) 1,559,109,466 2,949,718,811 4,238,335,659 5,369,869,085 

Depreciation (20%) 5.14.2 (60,727,468) (121,454,936) (121,454,936) (256,537,117) (256,537,117) 

Ammortization (20%) 5.14.2 (102,041,579) (204,083,157) (204,083,157) (431,064,444) (431,064,444) 

EBT  (1,134,370,567) 1,233,571,372 2,624,180,717 3,550,734,098 4,682,267,524 

Corporate income tax (CIT) (20%) 5.13 0 (19,840,161) (544,676,305) (1,254,823,124) (2,191,276,629) 

Net income  (1,134,370,567) 1,213,731,211 2,079,504,413 2,295,910,974 2,490,990,895 

Dividend (30%) 5.2.1 0 0 (623,851,324) (688,773,292) (747,297,269) 

Retained earnings  (1,134,370,567) 1,213,731,211 1,455,653,089 1,607,137,682 1,743,693,627 

Table 14. Pro-forma income statement in the most likely scenario 

(Source: Authors) 
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PRO-FORMA BALANCE SHEET 
Calendar year 

Note 
June 2022 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 

End of notional year 0.5 1 2 3 4 5 

Assets        

Current assets        

Cash & marketable securities 5.8  1,372,309,533   1,387,708,013   4,249,977,317   6,415,468,500   7,266,340,405   10,022,085,592  

Prepayments & other current assets 5.15.3  -     94,000,000   220,000,000   256,600,000   291,500,000   322,400,000  

Total current assets   1,372,309,533   1,481,708,013   4,469,977,317   6,672,068,500   7,557,840,405   10,344,485,592  

Non-current assets        

Office equipments        

At cost   607,274,682   607,274,682   607,274,682   607,274,682   1,282,685,584   1,282,685,584  

Accumulated depreciation   -     (60,727,468)  (182,182,405)  (303,637,341)  (560,174,458)  (816,711,575) 

Net value   607,274,682   546,547,214   425,092,278   303,637,341   722,511,126   465,974,009  

Intangible assets        

At cost   1,020,415,785   1,020,415,785   1,020,415,785   1,020,415,785   2,155,322,221   2,155,322,221  

Accumulated ammortization   -     (102,041,579)  (306,124,736)  (510,207,893)  (941,272,337)  (1,372,336,781) 

Net value   1,020,415,785   918,374,207   714,291,050   510,207,893   1,214,049,884   782,985,440  

Total non-current assets   1,627,690,467   1,464,921,421   1,139,383,327   813,845,234   1,936,561,010   1,248,959,449  

Total assets   3,000,000,000   2,946,629,433   5,609,360,644   7,485,913,733   9,494,401,415   11,593,445,042  

Liabilities & equity        

Current liabilities        

Deferred revenue 5.15.3  -     376,000,000   880,000,000   1,026,400,000   1,166,000,000   1,289,600,000  

Accrued expenses 5.15.3  -     705,000,000   1,650,000,000   1,924,500,000   2,186,250,000   2,418,000,000  

Total current liabilities   -     1,081,000,000   2,530,000,000   2,950,900,000   3,352,250,000   3,707,600,000  

Equity        

Ordinary shares 5.7  3,000,000,000   3,000,000,000   3,000,000,000   3,000,000,000   3,000,000,000   3,000,000,000  

Accumulated retained earnings   -     (1,134,370,567)  79,360,644   1,535,013,733   3,142,151,415   4,885,845,042  

Total equity   3,000,000,000   1,865,629,433   3,079,360,644   4,535,013,733   6,142,151,415   7,885,845,042  

Total liabilities & equity   3,000,000,000   2,946,629,433   5,609,360,644   7,485,913,733   9,494,401,415   11,593,445,042  

Table 15. Pro-forma balance sheet in the most likely scenario 

(Source: Authors) 
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PRO-FORMA CASHFLOW STATEMENT 

Calendar year 
Note 

Jun-22 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 
Terminal value 

End of notional year 0.5 1 2 3 4 5 

CapEx 5.14 (1,627,690,467) - - (1,810,317,338) - (3,438,007,805)  

Non-cash NWC  - (987,000,000) (2,310,000,000) (2,694,300,000) (3,060,750,000) (3,385,200,000)  

Change in non-cash NWC  - 987,000,000 1,323,000,000 384,300,000 366,450,000 324,450,000  

Net income  - (1,134,370,567) 1,213,731,211 2,079,504,413 2,295,910,974 2,490,990,895  

Add back 80% depreciation 5.13 - 60,727,468 97,163,949 97,163,949 205,229,693 205,229,693  

Add back 80% ammortization 5.13 - 102,041,579 163,266,526 163,266,526 344,851,555 344,851,555  

Operating cash flow  - (971,601,520) 1,474,161,686 2,339,934,887 2,845,992,223 3,041,072,144  

FCF  (1,627,690,467) 15,398,480 2,797,161,686 913,917,550 3,212,442,223 3,365,522,144 77,608,492,902 

DCF  (1,562,560,848) 14,190,840 2,375,625,858 715,315,650 2,317,161,326 2,237,193,944 77,608,492,902 

Accumulation  (1,562,560,848) (1,548,370,008) 827,255,850 1,542,571,500 3,859,732,826 6,096,926,770 83,705,419,672 

Table 16. Pro-forma cashflow statements in the most likely scenario 

(Source: Authors) 
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5.2.3. Optimistic scenario 

VALUATION CRITERIA 

Firm value 93,544,579,522 

Modified internal rate of return (MIRR) 57% 

Discounted payback period (Discounted PB) 1.38 

Table 17. Firm valuation in the optimistic scenario 

(Source: Authors) 

 

PRO-FORMA INCOME STATEMENT 
Calendar year 

Note 
Half year 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 

End of notional year 1 2 3 4 5 

Sales volume 5.2.1 9,870  23,100  26,943  30,608  33,852  

Unit price per TEU (before VAT)  500,000  500,000  500,000  500,000  500,000  

Revenue  4,935,000,000  11,550,000,000  13,471,500,000  15,303,750,000  16,926,000,000  

Costs of service 5.2.1 (360,610,120) (749,267,584) (779,238,287) (810,407,819) (842,824,132) 

Gross profit  4,574,389,880  10,800,732,416  12,692,261,713  14,493,342,181  16,083,175,868  

Operating expenses 5.2.1 (5,248,463,324) (8,255,271,224) (8,650,324,858) (9,060,575,371) (9,482,209,841) 

EBITDA  (674,073,444) 2,545,461,192  4,041,936,855  5,432,766,810  6,600,966,028  

Depreciation (20%) 5.14.2 (57,691,095) (115,382,190) (115,382,190) (243,710,261) (243,710,261) 

Ammortization (20%) 5.14.2 (96,939,500) (193,878,999) (193,878,999) (409,511,222) (409,511,222) 

EBT  (828,704,038) 2,236,200,004  3,732,675,666  4,779,545,328  5,947,744,545  

Corporate income tax (CIT) (20%) 5.13 0  (281,499,193) (1,028,034,326) (1,983,943,392) (3,173,492,301) 

Net income  (828,704,038) 1,954,700,811  2,704,641,340  2,795,601,936  2,774,252,244  

Dividend (20%) 5.2.1 0  0  (540,928,268) (559,120,387) (554,850,449) 

Retained earnings  (828,704,038) 1,954,700,811  2,163,713,072  2,236,481,549  2,219,401,795  

Table 18. Pro-forma income statement in the optimistic scenario 

(Source: Authors) 
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PRO-FORMA BALANCE SHEET 
Calendar year 

Note 
Jun-22 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 

End of notional year 0.5 1 2 3 4 5 

Assets        

Current assets        

Cash & marketable securities 5.8  1,453,694,056   1,815,970,612   5,469,082,611   8,345,571,872   9,900,245,933   13,113,541,711  

Prepayments & other current assets 5.15.3  -     98,700,000   231,000,000   269,430,000   306,075,000   338,520,000  

Total current assets   1,453,694,056   1,914,670,612   5,700,082,611   8,615,001,872   10,206,320,933   13,452,061,711  

Non-current assets        

Office equipments        

At cost   576,910,948   576,910,948   576,910,948   576,910,948   1,218,551,305   1,218,551,305  

Accumulated depreciation   -     (57,691,095)  (173,073,284)  (288,455,474)  (532,165,735)  (775,875,996) 

Net value   576,910,948   519,219,853   403,837,664   288,455,474   686,385,570   442,675,309  

Intangible assets        

At cost   969,394,996   969,394,996   969,394,996   969,394,996   2,047,556,110   2,047,556,110  

Accumulated ammortization   -     (96,939,500)  (290,818,499)  (484,697,498)  (894,208,720)  (1,303,719,942) 

Net value   969,394,996   872,455,496   678,576,497   484,697,498   1,153,347,390   743,836,168  

Total fixed assets   1,546,305,944   1,391,675,349   1,082,414,161   773,152,972   1,839,732,960   1,186,511,477  

Total assets   3,000,000,000   3,306,345,962   6,782,496,772   9,388,154,844   12,046,053,893   14,638,573,188  

Liabilities & equity        

Current liabilities        

Deferred revenue 5.15.3  -     394,800,000   924,000,000   1,077,720,000   1,224,300,000   1,354,080,000  

Accrued expenses 5.15.3  -     740,250,000   1,732,500,000   2,020,725,000   2,295,562,500   2,538,900,000  

Total current liabilities   -     1,135,050,000   2,656,500,000   3,098,445,000   3,519,862,500   3,892,980,000  

Equity        

Ordinary shares 5.7  3,000,000,000   3,000,000,000   3,000,000,000   3,000,000,000   3,000,000,000   3,000,000,000  

Accumulated retained earnings   -     (828,704,038)  1,125,996,772   3,289,709,844   5,526,191,393   7,745,593,188  

Total equity   3,000,000,000   2,171,295,962   4,125,996,772   6,289,709,844   8,526,191,393   10,745,593,188  

Total liabilities & equity   3,000,000,000   3,306,345,962   6,782,496,772   9,388,154,844   12,046,053,893   14,638,573,188  

Table 19. Pro-forma balance sheet in the optimistic scenario 

(Source: Authors) 
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PRO-FORMA CASHFLOW STATEMENT 

Calendar year 
Note 

Jun-22 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 
Terminal value 

End of notional year 0.5 1 2 3 4 5 

CapEx 5.2.1 (1,546,305,944) - - (1,719,801,471) - -  

Non-cash NWC  - (1,036,350,000) (2,425,500,000) (2,829,015,000) (3,213,787,500) (3,554,460,000)  

Change in non-cash NWC  - 1,036,350,000 1,389,150,000 403,515,000 384,772,500 340,672,500  

Net income  - (828,704,038) 1,954,700,811 2,704,641,340 2,795,601,936 2,774,252,244  

Add back 80% depreciation 5.13 - 57,691,095 92,305,752 92,305,752 194,968,209 194,968,209  

Add back 80% ammortization 5.13 - 96,939,500 155,103,199 155,103,199 327,608,978 327,608,978  

Operating cash flow  - (674,073,444) 2,202,109,762 2,952,050,291 3,318,179,122 3,296,829,430  

FCF  (1,546,305,944) 362,276,556 3,591,259,762 1,635,763,820 3,702,951,622 3,637,501,930 83,880,310,592 

DCF  (1,484,432,805) 333,864,672 3,050,052,343 1,280,298,710 2,670,969,841 2,417,989,525 83,880,310,592 

Accumulation  (1,484,432,805) (1,150,568,133) 1,899,484,210 3,179,782,920 5,850,752,761 8,268,742,285 92,149,052,877 

Table 20. Pro-forma cashflow statements in the optimistic scenario 

(Source: Authors) 
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5.2.4. Pessimistic scenario 

VALUATION CRITERIA 

Firm value 75,006,255,518 

Modified internal rate of return (MIRR) 31% 

Discounted payback period (Discounted PB) 3.23 

Table 21. Firm valuation in the pessimistic scenario 

(Source: Authors) 

 

PRO-FORMA INCOME STATEMENT 
Calendar year 

Note 
Half year 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 

End of notional year 1 2 3 4 5 

Sales volume 5.2.1 8,930  20,900  24,377  27,693  30,628  

Unit price per TEU (before VAT)  500,000  500,000  500,000  500,000  500,000  

Revenue  4,465,000,000  10,450,000,000  12,188,500,000  13,846,250,000  15,314,000,000  

Costs of service 5.2.1 (398,569,080) (828,137,856) (861,263,370) (895,713,905) (931,542,461) 

Gross profit  4,066,430,920  9,621,862,144  11,327,236,630  12,950,536,095  14,382,457,539  

Operating expenses 5.2.1 (5,541,948,516) (9,049,104,405) (9,469,735,863) (9,906,631,588) (10,356,469,120) 

EBITDA  (1,475,517,596) 572,757,739  1,857,500,767  3,043,904,507  4,025,988,419  

Depreciation (20%) 5.14.2 (63,763,842) (127,527,683) (127,527,683) (269,363,973) (269,363,973) 

Ammortization (20%) 5.14.2 (107,143,657) (214,287,315) (214,287,315) (452,617,666) (452,617,666) 

EBT  (1,646,425,095) 230,942,741  1,515,685,768  2,321,922,868  3,304,006,780  

Corporate income tax (CIT) (20%) 5.13 0  0  (20,040,683) (484,425,256) (1,145,226,612) 

Net income  (1,646,425,095) 230,942,741  1,495,645,086  1,837,497,612  2,158,780,167  

Dividend (40%) 5.2.1 0  0  0  (734,999,045) (863,512,067) 

Retained earnings  (1,646,425,095) 230,942,741  1,495,645,086  1,102,498,567  1,295,268,100  

Table 22. Pro-forma income statement in the pessimistic scenario 

(Source: Authors) 
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PRO-FORMA BALANCE SHEET 
Calendar year 

Note 
Jun-22 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 

End of notional year 0.5 1 2 3 4 5 

Assets        

Current assets        

Cash & marketable securities 5.8 1,290,925,009 753,057,413 2,582,665,152 4,785,210,236 5,056,984,738 7,382,461,977 

Prepayments & other current assets 5.15.3 - 89,300,000 209,000,000 243,770,000 276,925,000 306,280,000 

Total current assets  1,290,925,009 842,357,413 2,791,665,152 5,028,980,236 5,333,909,738 7,688,741,977 

Non-current assets        

Office equipments        

At cost  637,638,416 637,638,416 637,638,416 637,638,416 1,346,819,863 1,346,819,863 

Accumulated depreciation  - (63,763,842) (191,291,525) (318,819,208) (588,183,181) (857,547,153) 

Net value  637,638,416 573,874,575 446,346,891 318,819,208 758,636,682 489,272,710 

Intangible assets        

At cost  1,071,436,574 1,071,436,574 1,071,436,574 1,071,436,574 2,263,088,332 2,263,088,332 

Accumulated ammortization  - (107,143,657) (321,430,972) (535,718,287) (988,335,954) (1,440,953,620) 

Net value  1,071,436,574 964,292,917 750,005,602 535,718,287 1,274,752,379 822,134,712 

Total fixed assets  1,709,074,991 1,538,167,492 1,196,352,493 854,537,495 2,033,389,061 1,311,407,422 

Total assets  3,000,000,000 2,380,524,905 3,988,017,646 5,883,517,731 7,367,298,798 9,000,149,399 

Liabilities & equity        

Current liabilities        

Deferred revenue 5.15.3 - 357,200,000 836,000,000 975,080,000 1,107,700,000 1,225,120,000 

Accrued expenses 5.15.3 - 669,750,000 1,567,500,000 1,828,275,000 2,076,937,500 2,297,100,000 

Total current liabilities  - 1,026,950,000 2,403,500,000 2,803,355,000 3,184,637,500 3,522,220,000 

Equity        

Ordinary shares 5.7 3,000,000,000 3,000,000,000 3,000,000,000 3,000,000,000 3,000,000,000 3,000,000,000 

Accumulated retained earnings  - (1,646,425,095) (1,415,482,354) 80,162,731 1,182,661,298 2,477,929,399 

Total equity  3,000,000,000 1,353,574,905 1,584,517,646 3,080,162,731 4,182,661,298 5,477,929,399 

Total liabilities & equity  3,000,000,000 2,380,524,905 3,988,017,646 5,883,517,731 7,367,298,798 9,000,149,399 

Table 23. Pro-forma balance sheet in the pessimistic scenario 

(Source: Authors) 
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PRO-FORMA CASHFLOW STATEMENT 

Calendar year 
Note 

Jun-22 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 
Terminal value 

End of notional year 0.5 1 2 3 4 5 

CapEx 5.2.1 (1,709,074,991) - - (1,900,833,205) - -  

Non-cash NWC  - (937,650,000) (2,194,500,000) (2,559,585,000) (2,907,712,500) (3,215,940,000)  

Change in non-cash NWC  - 937,650,000 1,256,850,000 365,085,000 348,127,500 308,227,500  

Net income  - (1,646,425,095) 230,942,741 1,495,645,086 1,837,497,612 2,158,780,167  

Add back 80%depreciation 5.13 - 63,763,842 102,022,147 102,022,147 215,491,178 215,491,178  

Add back 80% ammortization 5.13 - 107,143,657 171,429,852 171,429,852 362,094,133 362,094,133  

Operating cash flow  - (1,475,517,596) 504,394,739 1,769,097,084 2,415,082,923 2,736,365,479  

FCF  (1,709,074,991) (537,867,596) 1,761,244,739 233,348,880 2,763,210,423 3,044,592,979 70,207,909,040 

DCF  (1,640,688,890) (495,684,818) 1,495,822,915 182,640,223 1,993,126,689 2,023,859,800 70,207,909,040 

Accumulation  (1,640,688,890) (2,136,373,708) (640,550,794) (457,910,570) 1,535,216,118 3,559,075,918 73,766,984,958 

Table 24. Pro-forma cashflow statements in the pessimistic scenario 

(Source: Authors) 
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5.3. Peer group 

Company Exchange 
Peer group for 

Useful life of platform Beta in CAPM 
% of non-cash working 

capitals to sales 

FPT (Sendo) HOSE    

CMC HOSE    

ELCOM HOSE    

ITD HOSE    

Alibaba (Lazada) 
NYSE 
HKEX 

   

Table 25. Peer group of LOOP 

(Source: Authors) 

Companies that belong to LOOP’s peer group do business or have a business line in 

industries closed to the one of LOOP. Besides, they are all listed and have issued audited 

consolidated financial statements. That helps information extracted is free from material 

misstatement. However, the peer group for beta differs and only consists of those firms that traded 

on the HOSE as their return will be regressed against the return of VN-Index to ensure LOOP’s 

beta is reasonable and acceptable. 

 

5.4. Time horizon 

Since the business of LOOP is operating a container round-use platform, the going-concern 

assumption is affected directly by its useful life. With the project’s high prospects, restricting the 

company’s life span within the platform’s useful life is not appropriate. By instead, the high growth 

period will be set equal to the useful life of typical software owned by the peer group, and LOOP 

will continue go on with the business thereafter. 

Company name Useful life of software 

FPT 3-5 years 

CMC 3-8 years 

ELCOM 3-5 years 

ITD 3 years 

Table 26. Useful life for a typical software 

(Source: Notes of audited consolidated financial statements of FPT, CMC, ELCOM, ITD, 2021) 

As data presented in the above table, setting the high-growth period of LOOP to 5 years is 

a proper choice. The first half of 2022 will be the time to raise capital, make initial investments, 

and the business will only be deployed since the 1st July 2022. 
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5.5. Inflation adjustments 

The rate that will be used is Vietnam’s forecasted CPI rate, which is mentioned in the 

outlook released by IMF in October 2021. Three items that need to be adjusted for inflation include 

costs of service, operating expenses, and capital expenditures (CapEx). 

The sales volume will not be justified for inflation since it is extracted from the TAM SAM 

SOM analysis, which is influenced by the regression analysis by the number of TEUs exported 

rather than the CPI rate. The unit price will also not have adjustments for CPI as LOOP’s policy 

is trying to get a stable price level. The price of LOOP’s service will not increase, at least in the 

middle-way of macroeconomic cycles. Depreciation of office equipment and amortization of 

platform are not altered by inflation since both are just the written off of CapEx. 

 

5.6. Adjustments for valued-added tax 

Value-added tax (VAT), if included, will not create any effects on the bottom line of the 

pro-forma income statement since the remaining amount after the input VAT has been credited 

will be collected by tax authorities. Besides, according to Circular 219/2013/TT-BTC, such input 

VAT credits are subjected to not only costs of service and operating expenses but also CapEx spent 

on fixed assets. Due to those reasons, the unit price of LOOP, as well as expense items, will be 

stated as before VAT. 

 

5.7. Plan to raise capitals 

Seed money used to establish LOOP will come from founders with the total of 3 billion 

VND. LOOP is just a start-up and it will be challenging to raise any fund from bank borrowings 

or corporate bonds. Thus, the debt financing will be set as zero. 

 

5.8. Plug for pro-forma balance sheet 

Cash & marketable securities will play the role of the plug for pro-forma BSs of LOOP. 

Debt cannot be the plug since the chance for LOOP to be able to obtain debts from financial 

intermediaries is critically low. Though being regarded as a joint-stock company, stock is also 

inappropriate to be the plug since for a start-up like LOOP, the value of ordinary shares is hard to 

change flexibly so that the balance sheet is kept balanced. 
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5.9. Dividend payout policies 

Since the dividend is the amount that shareholders of LOOP are distributed if the company 

gets positive net incomes, they will receive any cash for the dividend if the net income equals zero 

or is negative. In addition, to ensure that LOOP can retain enough resources to reinvest in the 

business, there will be an extra policy that lets none of the dividend be paid when the accumulated 

retained earnings in the previous year are smaller or equal to zero. 

 

5.10. TAM SAM SOM analysis 

As the LOOP platform earns revenues and solves the shortage of containers for exports by 

processing round-use container requests, it is reasonable to base the TAM SAM SOM analysis on 

the regression analysis about the number of TEUs exported by Vietnam. 

 

Figure 28. Compounded linear growth of exported TEUs 

(Source: Authors) 

Following numbers extracted from the above figure, it is clear to see that from 2020, 

Vietnam’s export will grow about 540,250 TEUs per year. The volume of the total available market 

(TAM) is proportionate with the totals of TEUs that will be exported. The reason is that, even in 

the perfect situation, LOOP only can optimize the usage of containers by round-using empty boxes 

that are moved inefficiently. According to Container xChange, a platform specialized in container 

trading and leasing, every third container moved is empty and there is up to 1/3 of this number due 

to the inefficiencies. Thus, setting the volume of TAM equals 1/9 the total TEUs exported will be 

an applicable forecast for LOOP. 
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Figure 29. Forecast for the number of exported TEUs and the volume of TAM 

(Source: Authors) 

About the serviceable addressable market (SAM), as the business model operates online, 

the coverage of the market that LOOP can approach and address in fact is not limited in the 

geographic term. By aside, since LOOP just facilitates the round-use of containers, which are the 

outside boxes used to pack goods, the SAM is also not restricted by the type of goods loaded inside 

and the industry that business customers belong to. Aware of all those facts, for LOOP, the volume 

of SAM will agree with that of TAM. 

 

Figure 30. TAM SAM SOM model when justified for LOOP 

(Source: Authors) 

The target of the market share that LOOP must acquire successfully at each EOY will be 

the benchmark to compute the volume of the serviceable obtainable market (SOM). Since the 
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company will take up to the first 6 months of 2022 just for initial investments and the business will 

only be implemented after that, the percentage of TAM that LOOP expects to obtain and turn into 

its SOM will be only 1%. However, to compensate, this customer base will expand massively in 

the years after, especially within 2023. The growth of 120% is estimated as LOOP hopes that until 

EOY2023 the company can attain 110% the double of the previous year. The gradual in SOM’s 

growth will help the transition between two stages of LOOP not become too abrupt and sudden. 

 

Figure 31. Forecast for the volume of SOM 

(Source: Authors) 

5.11. Costs of service 

As computer hardware requires a huge investment while LOOP is just an emerging start-

up with limited finance, using services provided by third parties, compared with the option of self-

employ all infrastructure will be a smarter and better choice for the company. 

Items Package Supplier Fee 
Unit price 

(before VAT) 
Halved for the 

year ended 2022 

Cloud computing 
server 

vDPC Viettel Monthly cost 60,600,000VND Yes 

Domain Domain .com Viettel 

Move domain to a 
data center 

260,000VND No 

Annual cost 260,000VND Yes 

Web hosting HOSTPRO 04 Viettel Monthly cost 145,000VND Yes 

Table 27. Items belong to LOOP’s costs of service 

(Source: Viettel, 2021, and authors) 
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 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 

Growth of SOM  120% 10% 7.5% 5% 

SOM as percentage of TAM 1% 2.2% 2.5% 2.8% 2.9% 
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Items 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 

Cloud computing 
server 

363,600,000 727,200,000 727,200,000 727,200,000 727,200,000 

Domain 520,000 260,000 260,000 260,000 260,000 

Web hosting 870,000 1,740,000 1,740,000 1,740,000 1,740,000 

Costs of service 
(before adjustment) 

364,990,000 729,200,000 729,200,000 729,200,000 729,200,000 

Coefficient to 
adjust for inflation 
(Note 5.1) 

(1 + 4%)1 (1 + 4%)2 (1 + 4%)3 (1 + 4%)4 (1 + 4%)5 

Costs of service 
(after adjustment) 

379,589,600 788,702,720 820,250,829 853,060,862 887,183,296 

Table 28. Costs of service for LOOP 

(Source: Authors) 

5.12. Operating expenses 

Item Note 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 

Marketing expenses 5.12.1 2,002,730,000 2,005,460,000 2,005,460,000 2,005,460,000 2,005,460,000 

Payroll expenses 5.12.2 2,550,440,000 5,105,480,000 5,123,780,000 5,141,230,000 5,156,680,000 

Office expenses 5.12.3 441,303,000 668,494,000 668,494,000 668,434,000 668,434,000 

Other costs (2% sales) 5.12.4 94,000,000 220,000,000 256,600,000 291,500,000 322,400,000 

Operating expenses 
(before adjustment) 

 5,088,473,000 7,999,434,000 8,054,334,000 8,106,624,000 8,152,974,000 

Coefficient to adjust 
for inflation 

5.1 (1 + 4%)1 (1 + 4%)2 (1 + 4%)3 (1 + 4%)4 (1 + 4%)5 

Operating expenses 
(after adjustment) 

 5,292,011,920 8,652,187,814 9,060,030,361 9,483,603,479 9,862,947,618 

Table 29. Aggregation of operating expenses and adjustments for inflation 

(Source: Auhtors) 

5.12.1. Marketing expenses 

Items 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 

Google ads, 
SEO, & SEM 

1,000,000,000 1,000,000,000 1,000,000,000 1,000,000,000 1,000,000,000 

Direct marketing 550,000,000 550,000,000 550,000,000 550,000,000 550,000,000 

Press PR 300,000,000 300,000,000 300,000,000 300,000,000 300,000,000 

Social media ads 150,000,000 150,000,000 150,000,000 150,000,000 150,000,000 

1900 prefix 2,730,000 5,460,000 5,460,000 5,460,000 5,460,000 

Total 2,002,730,000 2,005,460,000 2,005,460,000 2,005,460,000 2,005,460,000 

Table 30. LOOP’s marketing budget 

(Source: Authors) 
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The budget for direct marketing activities will be allocated for co-marketing events with 

shipping lines or joining logistics exhibitions. This strategy fits more to LOOP since the company 

can raise just a small amount of funds from founders as well as expenses to organize events by self 

can consume up to billions. Though, when salesmen want to have face-to-face presentations about 

the service in customers’ offices, LOOP will support through the base salary, sales commission, 

ad hoc items for traveling, etc. rather than spending this budget. 

Since LOOP belongs to the group of B2b platforms, which approach customers who have 

the habit of using Zalo for work-related issues, the majority of the budget for social media ads will 

be dedicated to Zalo ads. In addition, the marketing department still has to go on with activities 

that call for no fee paid for social networks, such as seeding comments, creating Zalo OA and 

verified Facebook fanpage, building online groups for existing users, etc. 

To ensure diligent after-sales service, LOOP will register for the 900 prefix service 

provided by Viettel with a monthly fee (before VAT) of 455,000 VND per month. Since this item 

is charged on the monthly basis, in 2022, LOOP just needs to make payments for the real 

consumption, which is the half year-end. Meanwhile, the company will maintain the full-year 

budget for other items, even within 2022, as it is critical for a brand new service to foster marketing 

activities in the first phase after launching. 

 

5.12.2. Payroll expenses 

Position Quantity Monly salary Total 

C-level executives    

CEO 1 30,000,000 360,000,000 

CMO 1 25,000,000 300,000,000 

CFO 1 25,000,000 300,000,000 

CTO 1 25,000,000 300,000,000 

CHRO 1 25,000,000 300,000,000 

Marketing department    

Marketing executive 2 15,000,000 360,000,000 

Sales executive 3 10,000,000 360,000,000 

Customer sevice executive 2 10,000,000 240,000,000 

Designer 1 15,000,000 180,000,000 

Technology department    

IT developers 3 15,000,000 540,000,000 
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Finance department    

Accountant 1 12,000,000 144,000,000 

Treasurer 1 12,000,000 144,000,000 

Human resources department    

HR executive, receptionist, 
and C-level secretary concurrently 

1 12,000,000 144,000,000 

Total 19  3,672,000,000 

Table 31. Base salary for each position at LOOP 

(Source: Authors) 

 

Items Rate Total Note 

13th month salary  306,000,000 
Equal ⅟12 of the 

total base salary 

Insurance   

Use base salary 
to compute 

Social insurance 17.5% 642,600,000 

Medical insurance 3% 110,160,000 

Unemployment insurance 1% 36,720,000 

Ad hoc items   
All employees work 
full-time 300 days 

per year 
For lunch 35,000/day 199,500,000 

For traveling và parking 5,000/day 28,500,000 

  1,323,480,000  

Table 32. Welfare benefits at LOOP 

(Source: PwC, 2020, and authors) 

 

Items 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 Note 

Base salary 1,836,000,000 3,672,000,000 3,672,000,000 3,672,000,000 3,672,000,000 Can be halved for 
2022 since they 
are computed on 
the monthly basis 

Welfare 
benefits 

661,740,000 1,323,480,000 1,323,480,000 1,323,480,000 1,323,480,000 

1% sales 
commission 

47,000,000 110,000,000 128,300,000 145,750,000 161,200,000 

SOM has been 
halved for 2022, 
then no more 
adjustment 

Uniform 5,700,000     

Incur one time for 
19 people in 2022  
 

Cost 300,000VND 
per capita 

Total 2,550,440,000 5,105,480,000 5,123,780,000 5,141,230,000 5,156,680,000  

Table 33. Total payroll expenses 

(Source: Authors) 
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5.12.3. Office expenses 

The eight bolded items will be halved during the first year in consideration of the fact that 

LOOP expects to begin the operation in early July 2022. Such costs are already charged on the 

unit sold or on the monthly basis, thus, are simple to adjust. However, while sharing the monthly 

characteristic, the last four items are exemptions and will be charged for a full year, as they must 

be incurred in advance to accommodate transactions of initial investments. 

Items Note 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 

Cost to acquire business license 5.12.3.1 100,000     

Costs to acquire trademark 5.12.3.1 1,000,000     

Office rental 5.12.3.2 240,000,000 480,000,000 480,000,000 480,000,000 480,000,000 

Cost to restructure and improve 
office 

5.12.3.1 100,000,000     

Business license tax 5.12.3.3  2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 

Electric bill 5.12.3.4 42,571,000 85,142,000 85,142,000 85,142,000 85,142,000 

Internet bill 5.12.3.5 2,470,000 4,440,000 4,440,000 4,440,000 4,440,000 

Telephone bill 5.12.3.5 540,000 1,080,000 1,080,000 1,080,000 1,080,000 

Water bill 5.12.3.6 4,370,000 8,740,000 8,740,000 8,740,000 8,740,000 

Drinking water 5.12.3.6 1,440,000 2,880,000 2,880,000 2,880,000 2,880,000 

Stationery 5.12.3.7 2,400,000 4,800,000 4,800,000 4,800,000 4,800,000 

Office daily cleaning service 5.12.3.7 33,000,000 66,000,000 66,000,000 66,000,000 66,000,000 

Bank account 5.12.3.8 720,000 720,000 720,000 720,000 720,000 

Accounting software 5.12.3.8 5,950,000 5,950,000 5,950,000 5,950,000 5,950,000 

Digital invoice 5.12.3.8 5,800,000 5,800,000 5,800,000 5,800,000 5,800,000 

Digital signature 5.12.3.8 942,000 942,000 942,000 882,000 882,000 

Total  441,303,000 668,494,000 668,494,000 668,434,000 668,434,000 

Table 34. Estimation for office expenses in 5 years (before VAT & inflation adjustments) 

(Source: Authors) 

 

5.12.3.1. Expenses that are not allowed to be capitalized 

Although costs to acquire a business license, costs to acquire trademark, and cost to 

improve office incur only once when LOOP is established, Circular 45/2013/TT-BTC does not 

allow any capitalization besides expensing them immediately. The fee for a business license is 

100,000VND (Ministry of Finance, 2021). Similarly, the amount that a typical enterprise must 

give out to acquire a trademark is also quoted clearly as 1,000,000VND (Intellectual property 

office of Vietnam, 2021). 
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5.12.3.2. Office rental 

LOOP will try to find a place to rent, which satisfies 4 following basic requirements: 

- The office is in the suburbs of Hanoi 

- The area is about 150m2 

- The rental fee is not more than 40 million VND per month 

- There are some minimum facilities like lighting, air conditioner, curtains, toilet, etc. 

 

5.12.3.3. Business license tax 

Decree 139/2016/NĐ-CP regulates those businesses with charter capitals of more than 10 

billion VND to submit the yearly business license tax of 2 million VND. Meanwhile, Decree 

22/2020/NĐ-CP provides an incentive for start-ups by the exemption of this tax in the first year. 

 

5.12.3.4. Electric bill 

EVN is currently charging service businesses based on three different rates depending on 

the daily time frames (EVN, 2021). Thus, it will be critical to look up the specific frames of time 

set by EVN and to estimate the electric consumption of LOOP. 

 Day in week 
Rate (before VAT) 

 Monday - Saturday Sunday 

Rush hour 
9:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. 

 4,587 VND/kWh 
5 p.m. – 8 p.m. 

Normal hour 

4 a.m. – 9:30 a.m. 

4 a.m. – 10 p.m. 2,666 VND/kWh 11:30 a.m. – 5 p.m. 

8 p.m. – 10 p.m. 

Others 10 p.m. – 4 a.m. 1,622 VND/kWh 

Table 35. The rate applied for service businesses 

(Source: EVN, 2021) 

There are assumptions about the time for LOOP’s office to be opened, which is used to 

compute the electric consumption. By that, the office operates 5 days per week, from Monday to 

Saturday, 9 hours per day, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. (include 1 hour for lunch break). In the table of 

electric consumption below, air conditioners, stand-up fans, and laptops are items that will not be 

used full 300 working days as they are not always in need. Besides, the last item used to estimate 

for other immaterial devices is limited so that the amount is not over 1% of those above. 
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Items Quantity 
Capacity 

(W) 

Hours per day Days 
per 
year 

Electric consumption (kWh) 

Rush 
hours 

Normal 
hours 

Rush 
hours 

Normal 
hours 

Air conditioner 2 10,500 2 6 100 4,200 12,600 

Stand-up fan 8 60 2 6 100 96 288 

LED lightning 50 30 2 6 300 900 2,700 

Photocopier 1 1,800 2 6 300 1,080 3,240 

iMac 5 40 2 6 300 120 360 

Laptop 14 70 - 1 300 - 294 

Television for meeting room 1 50 1 1 100 5 5 

Television for reception desk 1 50 2 6 300 30 90 

Camera set 1 25 2 6 300 15 45 

Internet router 1 10 2 6 300 6 18 

Attendance machine 1 10 2 6 300 6 18 

Hot-cold water dispenser 1 300 2 6 300 180 540 

Others      67 202 

Total      6,705 20,400 

Table 36 Estimation about LOOP’s yearly electric consumption 

(Source: Authors) 

 

 Consumption (kWh) Unit price Total 

Rush hours 6,705 4,587 30,755,835 

Normal hours 20,400 2,666 54,386,347 

   85,142,182 

Table 37. Estimation of electric bill 

(Source: Authors) 

 

5.12.3.5. Internet and telephone bill 

In finding a reliable Internet service provider, LOOP decides to use the SUPERNET4 

package of Viettel that requires a monthly fee of 370,000VND besides the one-time installation 

costs of 250,000VND. About the landline telephone, LOOP chooses the V99 package of VNPT 

and pays 90,000VND per month. This service, which fits for office, is different from the 1900 

prefix service provided by Viettel, which is suitable for marketing and sales objectives. 
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Items 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 

Internet 

Set-up and installation 
fee (before VAT) 

250,000     

Monthly fee 
(before VAT) 

2,220,000 4,440,000 4,440,000 4,440,000 4,440,000 

Total internet fee 2,470,000 4,440,000 4,440,000 4,440,000 4,440,000 

Telephone 
Monthly fee 
(before VAT) 

540,000 1,080,000 1,080,000 1,080,000 1,080,000 

Table 38. Estimation of internet and telephone bill 

(Source: Authors) 

 

5.12.3.6. Water bill and drinking water 

In terms of the water bill, Law number 13/2008/QH12 allows deducting the 5% input VAT, 

but not the 10% of the environmental fee.  About drinking water, LOOP estimates that the 

enterprise of 19 people will consume about four 19L bottles per month. 

Monthly water 
consumption (m3) 

(1) 

Unit price quoted by Hawacom 
(before 5% VAT % 10% environment fee) 

(2) 

Price for LOOP 
(3) = (2) * 110% 

Total per year 
(4) = (1) * (3) * 12 months 

30 22,068 24,275 8,738,928 

Table 39. Estimation of water bill 

(Source: Authors) 

 

Price per 19L bottle 
quoted by Lavie 

(1) 

Price per 19L bottle 
(before VAT) 

(2) = (1) * 90% 

Bottle per month 
(3) 

Total per year 
(4) = (2) * (3) * 12 months 

65,000 60,000 4 2,880,000 

Table 40. Estimation of fee for drinking water 

(Source: Authors) 

 

5.12.3.7. Stationery and office daily cleaning service 

As stationery contains lots of detailed stuff, instead of estimating for each one item of them, 

LOOP will just give out a budget of 400,000VND per month.  For the office daily cleaning service, 

LOOP will sign contracts with Hoa My company who receives orders with a fair price (before 

VAT) of 5,500,00VND/month. 

 

5.12.3.8. Bank account, accounting software, digital invoice and signature 

To fulfill various needs such as collecting service fees from customers, submitting 

corporate income tax, etc., LOOP wants to open 3 accounts at Vietcombank. Luckily, this bank 
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permits the opening of new accounts for free and only charges the monthly expense. It is important 

to note that, the bank account service that LOOP trust in Vietcombank does not relate to service 

that the company will engage with payment intermediaries as NAPAS and e-wallets. 

Monthly fee quoted by Vietcombank 
(1) 

Number of bank account 
(2) 

Total per year 
(3) = (1) * (2) * 12 months 

20,000 3 720,000 

Table 41. Estimatation of fee for bank accounts 

(Source: Authors) 

 

Items 
Package 

name 
Supplier 

Fee 
components 

Unit price 
(before VAT) 

Note 

Accounting 
software 

Professional 
Misa SME 

Misa Annual fee 5,950,000VND  

Digital 
invoice 

HD20000 Viettel 
Fee for 20,000 

invoices 
5,800,000VND 

Viettel quotes price 
before VAT as 
6,380,000VND 

Table 42. Estimatation of fee for accounting software and digital invoice 

(Source: Authors) 

 

With the digital signature service, to save as most as possible, LOOP may register the CA3 

package provided by Viettel first, whose length is up to 3 years. Thereafter, the right to continue 

with the service will be extended as LOOP will can renew every 3 years by the CA3_GH package. 

 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 

Cashflow quoted by Viettel (after VAT) 
(1) 

2,826,364   2,644,545  

Cashflow (before VAT) 
(2) = (1) * 90% 

3,109,000   2,909,000  

Expense 
(3) = (2) / 3 

942,121 942,121 942,121 881,515 881,515 

Table 43. Estimatation of fee for digital signature 

(Source: Authors) 

 

5.12.4. Other costs 

Other costs are budgeted to not get over more than 2% of LOOP’s revenues and mainly 

include petty sales-based variable costs like: 

- Fees paid for payment partners (NAPAS, e-wallet) 

- Bonus for employees, including C-level executives, when accomplishing KPI 

- Point of Sales Material (POSM) (envelope, paper, card visit, catalog, etc.) 
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5.13. Corporate income tax (CIT) expense 

The current law applied for the corporate income tax stipulates that LOOP's business will 

be subject to the marginal tax rate of 20%. The marginal tax rate must be taken into account since 

the firm valuation only considers incremental cash flows and the marginal tax rate is the rate 

applied to additional profits. 

The account of tax payables is computed at the end of each year while the tax is finalized 

and paid to tax authorities in the subsequent year. Thus, the tax payments calculated based on the 

revenue of a typical year, actually are the outflows in the following year. However, to concentrate 

on other important sides of the project appraisal, LOOP's tax payments are made in the same year 

when taxable incomes are generated.  

There are two last notes. In cases of negative EBT, losses will not be carried forward for 

more than 5 years (PwC, 2020). Besides, only 80% of the written-off amount will be added back 

since on pro-forma PLs, depreciation and amortization expenses are senior to the CIT expense. 

 

5.14. Capital expenditures 

5.14.1. Initial investments 

LOOP will rent the office under an operating lease and incur none of the acquisition for 

properties. The company operates the round-use service, thus, there will be also no need for plants 

as a manufacturer. Since the cloud computing server, the web domain, and hosting are outsourced 

instead of the self-deployment of computer hardware, for tangible assets, there will be only office 

equipment left. Besides investments spent on tangible assets, LOOP is also required to allocate 

cash to develop and acquire copyright for the platform. According to the IAS38, all essential 

expenses to make the platform ready-to-use will be capitalized to costs. 

No. Item 
Quantity 

(1) 

Price 
(after VAT) 

(2) 

Price 
(before VAT) 
(3) = (2) * 90% 

Total 
(4) = (1) * (3) 

1 Module of working tables 4 14,520,000 13,200,000 52,800,000 

2 Meeting table 1 10,330,000 9,390,909 9,390,909 

3 Chair for employees 16 1,235,000 1,122,727 17,963,636 

4 Table for CEO 1 8,970,000 8,154,545 8,154,545 

5 Chair for CEO 1 5,680,000 5,163,636 5,163,636 

6 Table for other C-level executives 4 4,020,000 3,654,545 14,618,182 

7 Chair for other C-level executives 4 3,380,000 3,072,727 12,290,909 

8 Sofa 2 24,000,000 21,818,182 43,636,364 
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9 Tea table 2 3,065,000 2,786,364 5,572,727 

10 Front desk 1 3,330,000 3,027,273 3,027,273 

11 Television 2 17,400,000 15,818,182 31,636,364 

12 Tea set of pot, cups, etc. 2 3,870,000 3,518,182 7,036,364 

13 Flower vase 2 1,160,000 1,054,545 2,109,091 

14 Electric kettle 1 970,000 881,818 881,818 

15 Hot-cold water dispenser 1 5,490,000 4,990,909 4,990,909 

16 Photocopier 1 52,900,000 48,090,909 48,090,909 

17 Safe 1 11,680,000 10,618,182 10,618,182 

18 Filling cabinet 2 4,690,000 4,263,636 8,527,273 

19 Stand-up fan 8 2,990,000 2,718,182 21,745,455 

20 iMac for IT developers & designers 5 56,990,000 51,809,091 259,045,455 

21 Casio calculator 4 345,000 313,636 1,254,545 

22 Camera set 1 9,100,000 8,272,727 8,272,727 

23 Landline telephone 3 1,990,000 1,809,091 5,427,273 

24 Headphone for call center 3 1,390,000 1,263,636 3,790,909 

25 Attendance machine 1 2,850,000 2,590,909 2,590,909 

26 Set of signs 1 5,000,000 4,545,455 4,545,455 

27 Trash bin 10 105,000 95,455 954,545 

28 White riting board 2 740,000 672,727 1,345,455 

     595,481,818 

Table 44. Initial investments for office equipment 

(Source: Various suppliers, 2021) 

 

No. Item Quantity Unit price (before VAT) 

1 Outsourcing costs to developing/coding 1 1,000,000,000 

2 Costs to acquire copyright 1 600,000 

   1,000,600,000 

Table 45. Estimation of initial investments for the platform 

(Source: Authors) 

 

Item 
Invested amount (before adjustments) 

(1) 

Invested amount (after adjustments) 

(2) = (1) * (1+4%)0.5 

Office equipment 595,481,818 607,274,682 

Intellectual property 1,000,600,000 1,020,415,785 

Table 46. Aggregation of initial investments after adjustments for inflation 

(Source: Authors) 
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5.14.2. Depreciation and amortization 

As have stated in the “Time horizon” part, it will be unreasonable to limit the useful life of 

fixed assets and the lifespan of LOOP to the one of typical software, which equals 5 years. Instead, 

this horizon will be used to calculate the straight-line depreciation and amortization rate of both 

office equipment and the platform. As result, costs of fixed assets, whether tangible or intangible, 

will be reduced at the rate of 20% per year. 

There is an exception within 2022. Since LOOP is being assumed to come into operation 

from 1st July next year, taking the depreciation and amortization in the first notional year equal to 

the full-year amount will be illogical. A reasonable adjustment is recording only a half amount in 

2022, rather than a full of 20% as in a normal year. 

 

5.14.3. Middle-way additional CapEx 

The extra amount spent on the CapEx to maintain and upgrade fixed assets is necessary so 

that LOOP can continue with the business further in the future without worrying that the going-

concern assumption is being violated. As a result, the net value of fixed assets will never reach the 

zero liquidation value. 

The policy used to detect the proper time to incur the follow-up CapEx will base on the net 

value of assets and a function of sales, rather than the gross fixed assets. This policy not only 

assumes depreciation has an actual economic meaning but also allows LOOP to always maintain 

the base of fixed assets needed to accommodate the sales level. Specifically, there will be an 

additional CapEx when either of the following occurs: 

 The first scenario – Invest to cover depreciation and amortization: When the net value 

of fixed assets equals 40% of the cost, LOOP will spend more CapEx with an amount that 

will make the net assets at the next EOY return to the gross cost of the current EOY (after 

being adjusted for inflation). 

 The second scenario - Invest to accommodate sales: At the first upgrade of fixed assets 

for this purpose, the projected sales volume of the following year must be three times 

greater than the sales volume in 2022. For the next time, the forecasted sales volume for 

the next year will only need to be 1.5 times the number of the first period after the most 

recent adjustment for sales. The amount for such adjustments would have to be enough to 

make the net fixed assets at the following EOY after incurring the additional CapEx equal 
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to 110% of the gross number of the year in which the expenditure was made (after 

adjustments for inflation). 

As an example for all the above policies about additional CapEx, LOOP plans to upgrade 

net fixed assets before EOY2024 as sales volume forecast for the financial year ended 2025 is 

more than 3 times the number estimated for the year 2022. 

 

5.15. Change in non-cash net working capitals 

Non-cash working capitals will be estimated for two reasons. First, only non-cash WC 

represents a pool of funds committed to the project in the same manner as fixed capital. Second, 

cash and cash equivalents are already the plug to balance the BS. For the best forecast, this item 

will be split into two components of non-cash current assets and non-debt current liabilities. And 

since LOOP is a start-up, there will be no data from historical periods to extrapolate and the sales-

driven model, as well as the average of the peer group, will be in used instead. 

 

5.15.1. Non-cash current assets 

The only current assets of Alibaba that can be used as a benchmark for LOOP will be the 

prepayments, receivables, and other assets. 

 

Items 
As March 31 of, Whether be 

included in 
non-cash CA 

Reason 
2020 2021 

Cash and cash equivalents 330,503 321,262 No 
Only take into account non-cash 
current assets 

Short-term investments 28,478 152,376 No 
LOOP focuses on the main 
business rather than investing in 
martketable sercurities. 

Restricted cash and escrow 
receivables 

15,479 35,207 No 
Same reason as “Cash and cash 
equivalents” 

Equity and other investments 4,234 9,807 No 
Same reason as “Short-term 
investments” 

Prepayments, receivables, 
and other assets 

84,229 124,708 Yes  

Total current assets 462,923 643,360   

Table 47. Current assets of Alibaba (Unit: Millions RMB) 

(Source: Alibaba Group Holding Limited, 2021) 

 

When analyzing Alibaba's notes for prepayments, receivables, and other assets, LOOP 

realized that it was also impossible to retrieve the full value of this item. 
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Items 
As March 31 of, Whether be 

included in 
non-cash CA 

Reason 
2020 2021 

Inventories 14,859 27,858 No 
LOOP is not a merchandisr or a 
manufacturer 

Accounts receivable, net of 
allowance 

19,786 27,076 No 
LOOP’s customers must pay in 
advance 

Prepaid cost of revenue, sales, 
marketing, & other expenses 

7,547 18,532 Yes  

VAT receivables, net allowance 11,826 17,363 No VAT is not taken into account 

Amounts due from related 
companies 

11,029 10,374 No 
This item is between Alibaba & 
Ant Groups 

Advances to/receivables from 
customers, merchants & others 

8,231 7,163 No 
Same reason as “Accounts 
receivable, net of allowance” 

Deferred direct selling costs 2,000 3,303 No 
This item relates to Alibaba’s 
membership program. But LOOP 
allows to create accounts for free. 

Interest receivables 984 2,110 No 
LOOP won’t invest in marketable 
securities 

Others 7,967 10,929 No  

Total current prepayments, 
receivables, and other assets 

84,229 124,708   

Table 48. Current prepayments, receivables, and other assets of Alibaba (Unit: Millions RMB) 

(Source: Alibaba Group Holding Limited, 2021) 

 

After filtering, LOOP's non-cash current asset will only have Prepaid expenses 

proportionate to sales with a rate equal to Alibaba's average of 2% over two years. 

Items 
As March 31 of, 

2020 2021 

Revenue 509,711 717,289 

Prepaid cost of revenue, sales and marketing 
and other expenses 

7,547 18,532 

% to sales 1% 3% 

Table 49. Alibaba’s percentage to sales of non-cash current assets 

(Source: Alibaba Group Holding Limited, 2021, and authors) 

 

5.15.2. Non-debt current liabilities 

Similar to what has been done with the non-cash current assets, the analysis of components 

for Alibaba's current liabilities will be conducted. 
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Items 
As March 31 of, Whether be 

included in 
non-debt CL 

Reason 
2020 2021 

Current bank borowings 5,154 3,606 No 
Only take into account non-debt 
current liabilities 

Current unsecured notes 0 9,831  
Same reason as “Current bank 
borowings” 

Income tax payable 20,190 25,275 No 
Tax payments are assumed to be 
made in the same year when 
taxable incomes are generated 

Escrow money payable 3,014 211 No 
The business model of LOOP 
won’t have escrow transactions 

Accrued expenses, 
accounts payable and 
other liabilities 

161,536 260,929 Yes  

Merchant deposits 13,640 15,017 No 
This item is between Alibaba & 
Ant Group 

Deferred revenue and 
customer advances 

38,338 62,489 Yes  

Total current liabilities 241,872 377,358   

Table 50. Current liabilities of Alibaba (Unit: Millions RMB) 

(Source: Alibaba Group Holding Limited, 2021) 

 

When analyzing Alibaba's notes for accrued expenses, accounts payable, and other 

liabilities, LOOP realized that it was also impossible to get the full value of this item. 

 

Items 
As March 31 of, Whether be 

included in 
non-debt CL 

Reason 
2020 2021 

Payables and accruals for cost of 
revenue, sales, & marketing 

67,173 94,368 Yes  

Other deposits & advances 25,443 53,794 No 
This is consumer protection fund 
deposits that Alibaba received 
from merchants 

Accrued bonus and staff costs, 
including sales commission 

16,860 24,871 Yes  

Payable to merchants and third party 
marketing affiliates 

15,763 24,681 No 
LOOP won’t work with marketing 
affiliates 

Fine imposed pursuant to the PRC 
Anti-monopoly Law 

0 18,228 No 
This is provision for Alibaba’s 
event 

Payables & accruals for purchases of 
property and equipment 

7,613 11,836 No 
LOOP will rent office rather then 
buy propertíes 

Other taxes payable 5,479 7,922 No 
Tax payments are assumed to 
be made in the same year when 
taxable incomes are generated 
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Amounts due to related companies 4,875 5,926 No 
This item is between Alibaba ^ 
Ant Group 

Contingent and deferred 
consideration in relation to 
investments and acquisitions 

4,680 4,146 No 
LOOP won’t join any M&A deal 
in the near future 

Operating lease liabilities 2,766 4,069 Yes  

Others 10,884 11,088 No  

Total accrued expenses, accounts 
payable and other liabilities 

161,536 260,929   

Table 51. Accrued expenses, accounts payable and other liabilities of Alibaba (millions RMB) 

(Source: Alibaba Group Holding Limited, 2021) 

Once filtered, LOOP's non-debt liabilities are based on Alibaba's average in two years and 

adjusted for the difference in the companies' size. Accordingly, there will be two items, Unearned 

revenue, which is estimated as 8% sales, and Accrued expenses, which equal 15% of sales. 

Items 
As March 31 of, 

2020 2021 

Revenue 509,711 717,289 

Deferred revenue and 
customer advances 

Absolute number 38,338 62,489 

% to sales 8% 9% 

Selected accruals 
Absolute number 86,799 123,308 

% to sales 17% 17% 

Table 52. Alibaba’s percentage to sales of non-debt current liabilities 

(Source: Alibaba Group Holding Limited, 2021, and authors) 

 

5.15.3. Aggregation of estimation for non-cash working capitals 

Items % to sales 

Prepaid expenses 2% 

Unearned revenue 8% 

Accrued expenses 15% 

Table 53. Percentage used to estimate non-cash working capitals 

(Source: Authors) 

With the percentage presented in the table above, LOOP's non-cash working capitals will 

always be negative as the non-cash current assets are smaller than the non-debt current liabilities. 

LOOP believes that negative non-cash WC will not cause default risks or worsen the relationship 

between the company and customers because it reflects the characteristics of the revenue model, 

which collects money in advance. In addition, LOOP is confident that the company attains enough 
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payment ability to the accumulated expenses because they just account for a small percentage 

compared to sales, while the prospects of LOOP to grow are large. 

 

5.16. Weighted-average cost of capital 

Figure 32. LOOP’s WACC equals its cost of equity 

(Source: Authors) 

The zero debt finance of LOOP makes its ratio Debt/(Debt+Equity) equal zero and WACC 

equal right to the firm’s cost of equity computed by the capital asset pricing model (CAPM). 

 

5.16.1. Risk-free rate: The build-up approach 

 The risk-free rate computed by subtracting the default spread for Vietnam’s government 

from the yield to maturity on the Vietnam Treasury bond equals -1.04%. In 2021, Vietnam’s 

sovereign ratings based on Moody’s results is Ba3 and, thus, the country default spread is 2.97% 

(Aswath Damodaran, 2021). Meanwhile, the yield curve of the Vietnam government bond market 

shows that at a 10-year term, the yield to maturity is only 1.93% (Hanoi Stock Exchange, 2021). 

Since data is extracted for 16th December 2021, this bond rate is updated enough compared to the 

day that this report is handed in. The term for the Vietnam government bond being used is equal 

to 10 years and that horizon is long enough to ensure that the risk-free rate resulted is truly free of 

default and reinvestment risks. Although all requirements have been met, the figure of -1.04% is 

still too low for the risk-free rate and completely unsuitable for LOOP's valuation. 

Figure 33. Risk-free rate when not follow the build-up approach 

(Source: Authors) 

LOOP’s WACC 

= 
Debt

Debt + Equity
 * Cost of debt * (1 – Marginal tax rate) + 

Equity

Debt + Equity
 * Cost of equity 

= 
0

0 + Equity
 * Cost of debt * (1 – Marginal tax rate) + 

Equity

0 + Equity
 * Cost of equity 

= 0 * Cost of debt * (1 – Marginal tax rate) + 1 * Cost of equity 

= Cost of equity 

Risk-free rate 

= Yield to maturity on Vietnam’s 10-year government bond – Vietnam’s default spread 

= 1.93% – 2.97% = -1.04% 
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 Instead of the above method, the risk-free rate will be recalculated through the build-up 

approach. In this way, the risk-free rate will now equal the sum of Vietnam's forecasted inflation 

and the expected long-term real growth rate. The component of the inflation rate has already been 

extrapolated by IMF's analysis since October 2021. Accordingly, the rate of inflation for Vietnam 

in the future will be equal to 4% (International Monetary Fund, 2021). On the other hand, for the 

real growth rate, interest on 10-year US Treasury inflation-protected security (TIPS) will be taken 

as a benchmark with the assumption that the real rate is the same globally. This interest is -0.48% 

on December 9th, 2021 (Federal Reserve System, 2021). That means the risk-free rate will be 

improved to 3.52%. 

Figure 34. Risk-free rate when follow the build-up approach 

(Source: Authors) 

 

5.16.2. Regression beta 

 The inability of LOOP to access loans will cause its eta equal to the mean of the unlevered 

beta across the industry, which is represented by the peer group. The companies, which are FPT, 

CMC, ELCOM, and ITD, have betas as results of the regression between the daily return of their 

stock traded on HOSE and the daily return on the VN-Index from 4th January 2021 to 30th 

December 2021. The four raw betas will continue to be adjusted according to ensure that the 

average beta across time is towards 1. This adjustment is necessary as the historical beta must 

reflect the mean-reverting tendency, which means betas move towards the market average of 1. 

Figure 35. Adjustment for historical beta 

 

Company Raw beta Adjusted beta 

FPT 0.99 0.99 

CMC 0.82 0.88 

ELCOM 0.82 0.88 

ITD 0.76 0.84 

Table 54. Raw and adjusted beta of peer group 

(Source: Authors) 

Risk-free rate 

= Vietnam’s forecasted inflation rate + Interest on 10-year US TIPS 

= 4% + (-0.48%) = 3.52% 

Adjusted beta that will be unlevered = 
2

𝟑
 * Raw beta after regression + 

𝟏

𝟑
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After being adjusted, four levered betas will be justified for the financial leverage, which 

is computed by taking the total of debt reported on the latest audited balance sheets of four 

companies divide to their total equity. This step is critical as the greater the proportion of capital 

that a firm raised from debt, the higher its equity beta will be (Aswath Damodaran, 2012). 

Figure 36. From levered beta to unlevered beta 

(Source: Aswath Damodaran, 2012) 

 

Company Total debt 
(1) 

Total equity 
(2) 

Debt/Equity 
(3) = (1) / (2) 

Note 

FPT 17,161,661,621,500 20,057,528,192,945 0.86 At 30/6/2021 

CMC    1,310,490,420,979     2,470,393,628,984  0.53 At 31/9/2021 

ELCOM 137,398,363,757 870,937,557,109 0.6 At 30/6/2021 

ITD 79,040,102,901 338,826,752,683 0.23 At 31/3/2021 

Table 55. Debt to equity ratio of peer group 

(Source: Audited financial statements of FPT, CMC, ELCOM, ITD, 2021, and authors) 

 

Company Adjusted beta Unlevered beta 

FPT 0.99 0.59 

CMC 0.88 0.62 

ELCOM 0.88 0.78 

ITD 0.84 0.71 

Mean 0.67 

Table 56. Levered and unlevered beta of peer group 

(Source: Authors) 

As the results show, the mean 0.67 of the industry's unlevered beta will be directly assigned 

to the LOOP’s without being relevered, since LOOP has no debt. 

 

5.16.3. Equity risk premium 

For the last component of LOOP's cost of equity, instead of the implied premium, the used 

one will be the modified historical risk premium, which is equal to the sum of the base premium 

for a mature equity market and Vietnam's risk premium. America, a country with the Aaa ratings, 

will serve as the mature equity market. In this market, the base premium in 2021 is currently 4.38% 

Unlevered beta = 
Levered beta

1 + (1 - Marginal tax rate) * 
Debt

Equity
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(Aswath Damodaran, 2021). Meanwhile, the country risk premium is a bit more complicated when 

it is not possible to get it directly from the country default spread, but must adjust for the volatility 

of Vietnam's equity market relative to the volatility of Vietnam's government bonds. Luckily, this 

stat was already calculated by Aswath Damodaran and LOOP just needs to refer from this source. 

Accordingly, Vietnam's Country risk premium is 3.02% (Aswath Damodaran, 2021). As a result, 

the equity risk premium of Vietnam in general and of LOOP in particular will be 7.4%. 

Figure 37. Formula of country risk premium 

(Source: Aswath Damodaran, 2012) 

 

Figure 38. Equity risk premium of LOOP 

(Source: Authors) 

 

5.16.4. Cost of equity 

Once all the components are in place, the calculation for LOOP’s cost of equity becomes 

a piece of cake. And since the company's WACC is also equal to this rate, it will be used as the 

discount rate for all LOOP's CFs, from CapEx, changes in non-cash NWC, to operating CFs, and 

the terminal value. 

Figure 39. The result when apply CAPM for LOOP 

(Source: Authors) 

 

5.17. Stable growth rate and Terminal value 

As it is impossible to forecast CFs in a long time horizon, the sum of all CF incurs after the 

high-growth period will be calculated via the terminal value (Aswath Damodaran, 2012). 

Country risk premium = Country default spread x (
σequity

σcountry bond
) 

LOOF’s equity risk premium 

= Base premium for mature equity market + Vietnam’s risk premium 

= 4.38% + 3.02% = 7.4% 

 

LOOP’s cost of equity 

= Risk-free rate + Beta relative to market portfolio * Equity risk premium 

= 3.52% + 0.67 * 7.4% = 8.51% 
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Figure 40. Formula of terminal value 

(Source: Aswath Damodaran, 2012) 

 

When applying the above formula, the value of the variable g must first not violate the 

boundary 8.51% set by LOOP's WACC. At the same time, this growth rate can not exceed the 

growth rate of Vietnam's economy as a whole to avoid the terminal value being manipulated and 

yield an unreasonably high number. According to the latest outlook issued in October, Vietnam's 

prospects are forecasted attractive as the growth of the real GDP from 2026 afterward equals 6.9% 

(International Monetary Fund, 2021). Considering both benchmarks, the long-term growth of 

LOOP at the rate of 5% would be a decent number. 

 

6. Contingency plan 

6.1. Risk analysis 

Risk management plays a critical role since risks threaten LOOP’s ability to fulfill the 

company’s missions and vision. Risks can happen at any time and for a variety of reasons, from 

inside, outside, or both. For the project to achieve the goals set by the team, several risks need to 

be avoided and contingency plans established to minimize the effect on the project's goals. 

 

6.1.1. Risk from the human factor 

LOOP acknowledges that human resources are among the most important factors for any 

company’s success, but this can also be a liability if not managed correctly. This is why LOOP 

will provide employees countless appealing policies such as: 

 New recruits will be able to participate in skill courses organized by the company and will 

be offered assistance by colleagues within their department. 

 Long-time and dedicated employees will have the opportunity to take management classes 

to gain more experience and degrees to advance in careers. 

Terminal value = 
FCFn * (1 + g)

WACC - g
 where 

FCFn = Free cash flow of the last year in the high-growth period 

g = Firm’s stable long-term growth rate 

WACC = Firm’s weighted-average cost of capital 
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 Health is also a crucial issue that comes to LOOP’s attention. So, the staff here will work 

according to office hours and have holidays and permission to take some days off. 

 Along with the monthly based salary and benefits, there are annual team-building events 

is to shape the corporate culture so that the most dynamic, comfortable, and effective 

working environment can be integrated. 

 

6.1.2. Risk from cyber attacks 

Since LOOP operates a platform, one of the biggest obstacles is technical issues such as 

server crashes, encryption attacks to obstruct or steal data, etc. Therefore, having a professional IT 

team is extremely important to provide customers with the safest experience. 

Basic measures to protect the platform include a firewall system and two-step 

authorizations. Each transaction will also be performed according to Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) 

criteria. Customers' confidential information will be protected in the system server which will be 

checked daily and updated, maintained periodically to avoid viruses and malicious software. 

In addition, losing the website domain is a serious problem that can cause the loss of many 

customers. Thus, the domain address will be registered with a reliable partner to protect business 

copyright. Furthermore, LOOP will educate staff about IT security to protect both the project and 

the users. Some activities will also be recorded in hard copies to ensure the information security. 

 

6.1.3. Financial risks 

All financial risks must be considered carefully for a startup. For that reason, including in 

this business plan, several possible scenarios have already been anticipated. In addition, to prevent 

cases where those projections go wrong and more costs will incur and devastate, the founders have 

agreed to contribute personal capital to establish a reserve fund to protect the brainchild of the 

whole group in the event of bad situations. 

There is also the risk of lacking capital. In case personal savings is not enough for initial 

investments, the group will borrow more from family members and close friends. 

In case the first 6 months of revenue is too low, the team will meet to find out the reasons 

and cut unnecessary expenses. Worst case scenario that the project cannot generate revenue due to 

the model project is not suitable with the current market, LOOP will consider restructuring the 

business model, or temporarily delay the company’s activities until the pandemic is over. 
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6.1.4. Risk from competitors 

In any market, unfair competition or copying business models is inevitable as a newcomer. 

Fortunately, there are few competitors in the round-use containers field, and in addition, their 

market shares are not large, so the threat of competitors is not dangerous enough to threaten the 

company’s development. This is the motivation for LOOP to take advantage of the available 

resources to innovate and become one of the leading Crowd logistics businesses. 

 

6.1.5. Risk from the COVID-19 pandemic 

Over the past two years, the economy had been negatively affected by the COVID-19 

pandemic. Logistics activities have encountered a wide range of difficulties due to border 

restrictions. To adapt to this situation, LOOP will comply with all COVID prevention and control 

measures. In addition, all employees are required to wear protective masks during working hours 

if in need. And if the pandemic gets even worse, people will work from home through Google 

Meet or Skype. 

However, for every cloud, there is a silver lining. The COVID pandemic is a wake-up call 

for the logistic industry to realize how serious the container shortage issue was. And from there, it 

creates business opportunities for LOOP to develop this container round-use container. 

 

6.2. Future orientations 

Vietnam’s logistics and import-export industries are mainly operating manually, although 

technology is an emerging trend in the industrial revolution 4.0. In addition to that, due to the 

COVID-19, the tremendous shortage of containers is worsened and brings many disadvantages. 

As a result, to take advantage of potentials, rather than only providing the round-use service, LOOP 

plans to more logistics solutions in the future.  

One that LOOP might consider developing in the future will allow the empty drop-off and 

pick-up locations to be changed rather than bringing containers back to original depots. 

Information between ports will be updated on the platform, and customers can search the available 

empty containers. Additionally, suitable shipping routes will also be recommended. Another 

potential service for LOOP to offer is a marketplace for container rental. 
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